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Controlling the Fluorescence Properties of Diarylethene-based Photochromic Systems  

Gaowa Naren 

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 

Chalmers University of Technology 

Abstract 

Diarylethene (DAE) photoswitches are one of the most promising families of photochromic 

molecules because of their outstanding photophysical/photochemical properties. This class of 

compounds, which can photoisomerize between an open colorless and a closed colored form, 

has been applied in various fields in this thesis work, spanning one-color fluorescence intensity 

modulation, all-photonic full-color reproduction, light-induced color changes for molecular 

logic gates and information processing. Particularly, all systems presented can be all-

photonically controlled, which is extremely beneficial as light is a sustainable resource from 

nature that is non-invasive, clean, and waste free that also allows for remote operation. 

The first part of the thesis deals with introducing the light-induced isomerization process of the 

diarylethene derivatives. Through the isomerization of DAEs, intrinsic one-color “on-off” 

fluorescent intensity modulation as well as dynamic multicolor changes can be realized in the 

designed systems. In paper I, the diarylethene derivative Dasy is applied as a fluorescent probe 

aiming at phase-sensitive (lock-in) detection for high-contrast cell studies using fluorescence 

microscopy. The rapid switching fluorescence signal of Dasy can be successfully discriminated 

from strong fluorescence background using amplitude modulated red light. In paper II, a 

photoswitch cocktail mixture is designed where the color of the system can be tuned 

dynamically only by light-controlled isomerizations of the two monomer photoswitches.   

The second part of the thesis focuses on discussing Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 

based photoswitching systems where the emission is controlled through FRET processes by 

harnessing the different absorption and emission properties of the open and closed isomers of 

the DAE derivatives. In paper III, the FRET process can be orthogonally controlled by selective 

isomerization of two individual DAE acceptors, which results in an all-photonic full color red-

green-blue (RGB) emissive system. In paper IV, a photoswitch triad is used as a sequential 

molecular logic gate where the emission output can be controlled by two mechanisms, both 

inherent and FRET controlled intensity change.   

 

Keywords: photochromic molecules, diarylethene, isomerization, FRET, all-photonic, 

intensity modulation, color change, RGB, molecular logic 
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1. Introduction  

Photochromic molecules are compounds that can undergo reversible color and structural 

changes upon photonic stimuli. This class of molecules was first reported in 1867 by Fritzsche 

who noticed that the color of a tetracene solution was bleached by daylight and regenerated in 

the darkness.1 In 1950, Hirshberg named the phenomenon as “photochromism” that comes 

from two Greek words: phos (light) and chroma (color), which indicates the light-induced color 

change.2  

Actually, except for color and structural changes, many other properties are also altered during 

the process, such as fluorescent properties, redox energies, and dipole moments.3,4 Because of 

distinct characteristics of the two isomers, photochromic molecules are highly interesting and 

desirable to be applied in various research fields such as photopharmacology,5-7 fluorescence 

labeling and bioimaging,8-15 super-resolution fluorescence microscopy,16-23 full-color 

reproduction,24-28 molecular logic and information storage.29-35 Photochromic products are also 

commonly applied in our daily life, such as ophthalmic lenses, security inks, textiles, and 

cosmetics.9,36 

In most applications, it is desirable to use photochromic molecules that have distinct emission 

properties of the two photochromic forms, as the emission intensity or the color of the system 

can be altered by switching between the two isomers. There are different approaches to 

modulate the fluorescence of the system, one of the simplest ways is to use a molecular 

photoswitch monomer that exhibits intense fluorescence in one isomeric form, low or no 

fluorescence in the other form, as well as efficient photochromism at the same time.37 In this 

way, the fluorescent intensity of the system can be easily changed by photoinduced 

isomerization alone. Inherent fluorescence changes can be found for many photochromic 

families such as diarylethenes,38 spiropyrans39 and fulgimides.40  

Among different kinds of photochromic molecules, the diarylethenes (DAE) are one of the 

most promising photochromic families because of their good thermal stability and high fatigue 

resistance.4,25,41-43 For many DAE derivatives, it is also possible to enrich the two isomeric 

forms to virtually 100 % by photoisomerization, which is preferable for the intensity 

modulation as the fluorescence can be switched between “on” and “off” completely. The “on-

off” switching can be used in many areas of applications.42,44-47 For example, to distinguish the 

probe signal from autofluorescence background of e.g. a cell in fluorescence microscopy,48,49 
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the fluorescence of a photoswitch can be modulated between two different states with certain 

frequency, the signal of which can be identified by lock-in amplifier to eliminate the 

disturbance of cell emission background, which is beneficial for cell studies.49  

However, the single color “on-off” switching can only provide limited information as there are 

only two states that can be generated (dark or emissive). In contrast, multi-color fluorescent 

systems have the advantage to provide various states by including more than one emitting 

species in the system. For example, by mixing two different DAE derivatives in a solution as 

a cocktail mixture, the fluorescent color of the system can be gradually changed by 

photoinduced isomerization.50 Through light irradiation, the emission color of one photoswitch 

is turned “off”, at the same time the emission of another one is turned “on”, which leads to a 

dynamic color change of the system in a cocktail mixture.  

Although the fluorescence can be switched intrinsically by photoinduced isomerization, it is 

more common to modulate fluorescence by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). In this 

approach, a photoswitch is combined with a fluorophore so that the system allows for an 

efficient photochromic reactivity and a bright fluorescence simultaneously. Compared to the 

intrinsic approach (photoisomerization of a monomer photoswitch), it is easier for FRET to 

offer more desired emission readout as common fluorophores typically have higher emission 

quantum yields than photochromic molecules.42 In the FRET process, fluorophores are 

generally applied as the energy donor and photochromic molecules are used as FRET acceptors. 

The fluorescence of the system is modulated through the “on-off” switching of the FRET 

reaction, as the overlap integral between emission of donor and absorbance of acceptor is 

altered through the isomerization process. However, in this “on-off” switching mechanism, it 

is not possible to tune the florescent color of the system as the photochromic acceptors typically 

do not display bright emission subsequent to the FRET reaction.  

In 2011, the low inherent fluorescence quantum yields of DAE derivatives were overcome by 

Irie through the development of DAE sulfones which have fluorescent quantum yields of up to 

0.88.38 The fluorescent closed isomers of the DAE sulfones offer an opportunity to emit intense 

fluorescence after being sensitized as the FRET acceptor, which achieves emission color tuning 

of the system concomitant to the isomerization process. In addition, by applying two different 

photoswitchable DAE acceptors in the system, it is possible to generate full color red–green–

blue (RGB) switching through selective isomerization of the two photochromic acceptors and 

orthogonally controlled FRET reactions.24 
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The work presented in this thesis involves all-optical control of the fluorescent properties of 

diarylethene-based systems through intrinsic photochromic isomerization and modulation of 

FRET processes. In paper I, the fluorescence intensity of the DAE derivative Dasy is modulated 

“inherently” through photoisomerization processes triggered by UV light and modulated red 

light with various frequencies, the signal of which is easily distinguished from a constant 

fluorescent background.  In paper II, two types of DAE derivatives, Dasy and DAE9 are simply 

mixed in acetonitrile as a cocktail mixture, the color of which can be dynamically tuned by 

light-induced isomerization without relying on FRET or other excited state communication 

reactions. The emission of the system is simply changed in a color-correlated version by all-

photonic control.  In Paper III, photochromic molecules DAEr and DAEg are applied as FRET 

acceptors in the tri-component RGB emitting system. Here, the blue emitter perylene acts as 

the energy donor. The open forms of DAEg and DAEr can be selectively isomerized to the 

closed isomers, which have emission colors of green and red, respectively. Once DAEg or 

DAEr is converted to the closed isomer, the FRET process is initiated between the perylene 

donor and the isomerized photoswitch acceptor. Thus, the overall emission color of the system 

can be changed continuously from the blue donor emission color to the closed form 

photoswitch emission (green and red). In Paper IV, the first example of one-time password 

(OTP) generation and two-factor authentication (2FA) using a molecular approach is reported. 

The sequential molecular logic is designed with a molecular triad consisting of two fulgimide 

(FG) and one dithienylethene (DTE) photoswitches. The function of the system relies on two 

mechanisms, not only by inherent isomerization of photoswitch but also by FRET controlled 

intensity change.  

To summarize, although the applications mentioned above span a relatively large area, the 

underlying fundamental principle is the same: all-photonic control of the emission properties 

of photochromic systems. As indicated above, and which will also become apparent throughout 

this thesis, this control can be achieved in several fundamentally different ways, and the 

resulting emission changes span from trivial one-color “on-off” to much more complex multi-

color continuous changes. Speculations on potential future applications left aside, the ability to 

precisely predict and control the emission properties of molecular systems is both exciting and 

fundamentally important, and this is what the thesis is all about.  
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2. Fundamentals   

2.1 Light and matter 

Light can be described as an electromagnetic radiation that includes near-infrared (wavelength 

region around 700–1400 nm), visible (can be perceived by human eyes with wavelengths in 

the range of around 400–700 nm) and ultraviolet regions (wavelength region around 100–400 

nm). The electromagnetic radiation is a wave of electric and magnetic fields that oscillate 

perpendicular to each other as illustrated in Fig.2.1. The distance between two periodical waves 

is defined as the wavelength of light, λ. 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of light as an electromagnetic wave. 

Due to the wave-particle duality, light can be considered not only as electromagnetic waves, 

but also as particles called photons. In Planck’s equation, the light can thus also be regarded as 

a flow of photons, the energy of a photon 𝐸 being proportional to the respective frequency of 

oscillation 𝑣: 

                                           𝐸𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛 = ℎ𝑣                                               (2.1) 

where ℎ is Planck’s constant (ℎ = 6.63 ∗ 10−34 𝐽𝑠 ). The frequency 𝑣 and the wavelength λ 

are related as:   

                                                    𝜆 = 𝑐/𝑣                                               (2.2) 

where 𝑐 = 2.98 ∗ 108 𝑚𝑠−1 is the speed of light. 

In the interaction of light with matter, if the energy of light is the same as energy difference of 

the initial and final state, the photon can be absorbed or emitted by the molecule. It is described 
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by the Bohr frequency condition shown in equation (2.3) where ΔE is the energy difference 

between the final state (Efinal) and the initially state (Einitial), ℎ is Planck’s constant and 𝑣 is the 

frequency of the light. 

                                            ΔE= Efinal - Einitial = h𝑣                                (2.3) 

When a photon is absorbed by a molecule (referred to as 𝑀), the molecule is excited from the 

ground state to the excited state 𝑀∗:  

                                                               𝑀 + ℎ𝑣1 → 𝑀∗                                             (2.4) 

Several processes can happen after the molecule has been excited, which can be seen in the 

Jabłonski diagram shown in Fig.2.2, S0 stands for the electronic ground state and S1, S2 stand 

for singlet electronically excited states. There are several vibrational energy levels shown as 0, 

1, 2… at each electronic energy level.  

Based on the Franck-Condon principle, electronic transitions are much faster than the nuclear 

motion, which results in so-called vertical transitions, that is, the positions of nuclei do not 

change during excitation. Usually, after excitation, the molecule will start to relax to the lowest 

vibrational energy level of S1 from the higher electronic and vibrational level by internal 

conversion (IC) and vibrational relaxation (VR). The time scale of relaxation is around 10–12 s 

or less, which is typically much faster than processes depopulating S1.  

Once a molecule reaches the lowest vibrational level of S1, different processes can happen. 

There are non-radiative processes, such as internal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing 

(ISC), which are competing with the radiative process (fluorescence). IC brings the molecule 

back to the ground state S0 while ISC brings the molecule to a triplet excited state (here T1). 

The spin state of the excited molecule is changed by ISC when moving to a triplet excited state. 

From T1, the process can be followed by non-radiative relaxation or phosphorescence, which 

is a radiative process. It is a long-lived emission compared to fluorescence as the transition 

from T1 to S0 is spin-forbidden.  

The radiative process from S1 to S0 is referred to as fluorescence. The process will be further 

discussed in the next section. Molecules that revert to the ground state by mainly the fluorescent 

channel are referred to as fluorophores.  
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Figure 2.2. Jabłonski diagram indicating the non-radiative and radiative processes after a molecule is excited. 
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2.2 Fluorescence 

The emission process can be shown as the reaction below:  

                                                                 𝑀∗ → 𝑀 + ℎ𝑣2                                   (2.5) 

The emission of light can be divided into fluorescence and phosphorescence depending on 

different nature of excited states. The process is known as phosphorescence if the photonic 

energy released is from a triplet excited state to the singlet ground state (or rarer, from a singlet 

excited state to a triplet ground-state). If the photon is emitted in a process involving singlet 

states only, the process is referred to as fluorescence. Based on Kasha's rule and described 

above, generally, the fluorescence is emitted from the lowest vibrational level of the first 

excited electronic state S1. The fluorescence emission process is spin-allowed, implying that 

fluorescence lifetimes are typically much shorter (on the ns timescale) compared to 

phosphorescence (ms to s timescale).   

The fluorescence occurs at longer wavelength compared to the absorbance. This is due to the 

rapid vibrational relaxation processes to the lowest vibrational level of S1 before depopulation 

occurs. Another reason for the observed redshift of the emission is solvent reorganization. The 

solvent dipole can reorient or relax around the molecular dipole in the excited state (μE) which 

is typically larger (and differently oriented) than the dipole moment in the ground state (μG).51 

In solution, solvent relaxation happens in a time range between 10–100 ps at room temperature. 

This means that compared to the emission process, which happens typically occurs in 1–10 ns, 

the absorption of light (about 10-15 s) is too fast for fluorophore or solvent to have any motion 

during that time range.  

There are two important parameters for describing the excited state deactivation by 

fluorescence: fluorescence quantum yield and fluorescence lifetime. The fluorescence quantum 

yield is defined as the ratio between the number of photons emitted by the fluorophore and the 

number of photons absorbed by the same molecule, as indicated in equation (2.6):  

                                                      𝛷 =
𝑁𝑜.  𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑁𝑜.  𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠
                           (2.6) 

The fluorescence quantum yield can be calculated by the ratio of rate constants: 

                                                    𝛷 =
Г

Г+𝑘𝑛𝑟
                                                (2.7) 
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Where Г stands for the fluorescence rate constant and 𝑘𝑛𝑟 stands for rate constant of non-

radiative decay processes (typically 𝑘𝑖𝑠𝑐 + 𝑘𝑖𝑐).  

The fluorescence lifetime is a measure on the average time a molecule spends in the excited 

state before relaxing back to the ground state. It is an important property of a fluorophore that 

gives information about the availability of the fluorophore interacting with its environment 

while being excited. As indicated above, the fluorescence lifetimes are typically in the ns 

timescale. The relation between lifetime and rate constants is shown in equation (2.8). 

                                                 τ = 
1

Г+𝑘𝑛𝑟
                                                    (2.8) 
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2.3 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 

The molecule may depopulate from the excited state also by transferring its excitation energy 

to a nearby molecule. This process can be described as the energy transfer shown in equation 

(2.9) where the energy of the excited donor (𝐷∗) is transferred to the acceptor in the ground 

state (𝐴) without appearance of a photon. There are two types of energy transfer interactions: 

Förster and Dexter transfer. Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a through space 

interaction, which means the energy can be transferred by long range dipole–dipole interactions 

between the donor and the acceptor. In contrast, the Dexter mechanism requires the donor and 

acceptor at contact distance and the process is governed by a double electron exchange process. 

This mechanism, however, is not expected to be of any major importance in the work conducted 

in this thesis and will not be further elaborated on here. 

                                             𝐷∗ + 𝐴 → 𝐷+ 𝐴∗                                            (2.9) 

For FRET to occur, there must be a spectral overlap between the emission of the donor and the 

absorbance of the acceptor, and a sufficient proximity between the donor and the acceptor as 

well.  The equation of FRET rate between a donor and an acceptor is shown in equation (2.10). 

                                                       𝑘𝑇(𝑟) =
𝜙𝐷

2

𝜏𝐷𝑟6 (
9000(𝑙𝑛10)

128π5𝑁𝑛4 )𝐽                             (2.10) 

It can be seen that rate is influenced by many factors: spectral overlap between donor and 

acceptor 𝐽, the ratio of the fluorescence quantum yield 𝜙𝐷 and the fluorescence lifetime 𝜏𝐷 of 

donor (which equals the rate constant of fluorescence of the donor), the relative orientation 

between the donor and the acceptor dipole moments 2 (generally assumed to be 2/3, which is 

the average orientation of freely rotating molecules), the separation distance between donor 

and acceptor r (to the power of 6, showing how strongly dependent on distance this process is), 

and the refractive index 𝑛 of the intervening medium (typically the solvent used). 

The spectral overlap 𝐽 can be calculated by equation (2.11) where 𝐹𝐷(𝜆) is the area normalized 

emission spectrum of the donor and  𝜀𝐴(𝜆)  is the wavelength-dependent molar absorption 

coefficient of the acceptor. 

                                                      𝐽 = ∫ 𝐹𝐷(𝜆) ∗ 𝜀𝐴(𝜆) ∗ 𝜆4𝑑𝜆                              (2.11) 
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The FRET interaction can be described by the Förster distance 𝑅0 that is defined as the distance 

between donor and acceptor when the FRET efficiency is 50%. The energy transfer efficiency 

𝐸𝑇 can be expressed by 𝑅0 and 𝑟: 

                                            𝐸𝑇 =
𝑅0

6

𝑅0
6+𝑟6

                                                (2.12) 

The energy transfer efficiency can also be measured by comparing the fluorescence intensity 

of the donor without acceptor 𝐹𝐷 and in the presence of acceptor 𝐹𝐷𝐴 as equation (2.13) shows.  

                                            𝐸𝑇 = 1 −
𝐹𝐷𝐴

𝐹𝐷
                                              (2.13) 

Another way to calculate the energy transfer efficiency is to measure the lifetimes of donor 

under respective conditions (𝜏𝐷𝐴 and 𝜏𝐷):  

                                                            𝐸𝑇 = 1 −
𝜏𝐷𝐴

𝜏𝐷
                                            (2.14) 
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2.4 Commission of Internationale d’Eclairage (CIE) 

As the emission from a fluorophore spans a range of wavelengths, it is not possible to 

intuitively judge the emission color of the fluorophore by looking at the emission spectrum 

only. In 1931, the system named as “CIE 1931 color space” was designed by the Commission 

of Internationale d’Eclairage (CIE), which is the first system that relates the distribution of 

photon energies in an electromagnetic spectrum to the perceived colors in human color vision.52  

The system defined the standard observer that represent an average chromatic response of 

human eyes. As seen in Fig.2.3,53  x̅, y̅, z̅ stand for the spectral sensitivity curves of the observer 

to three primary colors red, green, and blue respectively.52 The spectral overlap integrals 

between a given fluorescence spectrum and x̅, y̅, z̅ are calculated by equations (2.15a-c). The 

calculated overlap integrals values X, Y and Z stand for contributions of the spectrum to each 

of the three primary colors red, green, and blue, respectively.  

                                           𝑋 = ∫ 𝐼(𝜆)�̅�
∞

0
(𝜆)𝑑𝜆                                   (2.15a) 

                                           𝑌 = ∫ 𝐼(𝜆)�̅�
∞

0
(𝜆)𝑑𝜆                                       (2.15b) 

                                          𝑍 = ∫ 𝐼(𝜆)𝑧̅
∞

0
(𝜆)𝑑𝜆                                        (2.15c) 

The CIE coordinates are then calculated based on equations (2.16) and mapped in CIE diagram 

as shown in Fig.2.4. The location of the coordinates in CIE diagram gives the result of the 

perceived color of the molecule emission. 

        𝑥 =
𝑋

𝑋+𝑌+𝑍
              𝑦 =

𝑌

𝑋+𝑌+𝑍
            𝑧 =

𝑍

𝑋+𝑌+𝑍
             (2.16) 

Figure 2.3. The CIE XYZ standard observer of three primary colors red (x̅), green (y̅), and blue (z)̅.53 
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Figure 2.4. The CIE 1931 color space chromaticity diagram with an arbitrarily mapped coordinates (x,y). 
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3. Spectroscopic Techniques  

3.1 Steady-state absorption spectroscopy 

The process where a molecule absorbs light energy when being exposed to photons is referred 

to as absorption. The absorption process can be studied by using UV-vis absorption 

spectroscopy as shown in Fig.3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic setup of a UV-vis absorption spectroscopy. 

In the measurement, white light passes through a monochromator and then split up into two 

beams: one beam is used as the reference with the detected intensity 𝐼0; another beam is passed 

through the sample and the transmitted intensity I is measured by the detector. According to 

Lambert Beer’s law, the absorption 𝐴 can be calculated by the logarithm of ratio between 

transmitted light 𝐼 and the incident light 𝐼0 as shown in equation (3.1). 

                                            𝐴 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝐼0

𝐼
= 𝜀𝑐𝑙                                        (3.1) 

where c is the concentration of the absorbing molecule in the sample (in M) and l is the path 

length of light (in cm) and ε is the molar absorption coefficient (in M–1cm–1). The molar 

absorption coefficient gives information about the ability of a molecule to absorb light at a 

specific wavelength. The shapes of the absorption spectra are determined by the wavelength 

dependence of the molar absorption coefficient.  

Absorption spectroscopy can be used to determine the molar absorption coefficient with a 

known concentration or can be used to calculate the concentration of a sample when the 

extinction coefficient is known. Moreover, the technique is often used to study how fast 
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reactions proceed (kinetics), given that the timescale of the reaction is on the order of seconds 

or slower. For photochromic molecules, it is also very convenient to use absorption 

spectroscopy to determine the optimal isomerization wavelength (see paper II and paper III).  
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3.2 Steady-state emission spectroscopy 

The steady state emission and excitation spectrum of a sample can be recorded by a 

spectrofluorometer. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2. Schematic basic setup of steady-state emission spectroscopy. 

When the instrument is used to measure the emission spectrum, a specific excitation 

wavelength is selected to excite the sample. The emission from the sample in a chosen 

wavelength region is scanned by the emission monochromator. This measurement reveals the 

emission properties of the sample. 

In contrast, when the instrument is used to measure the excitation spectrum, the emission 

wavelength is fixed while the excitation light is scanned through the absorption range. This 

type of measurement is used to investigate which wavelengths of excitation light are 

contributed to the emission of the selected wavelength. 

The instrument can also be used for kinetic studies to record changes in fluorescence intensity 

as a function of time when the sample is irritated at a fixed wavelength. Fluorescence detection 

is highly sensitive, which is why this technique is preferred over absorption spectroscopy for 

dilute samples or small molecular ensembles. 
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3.3 Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) 

Time-correlated single photon counting is used to measure the fluorescence lifetime of a 

sample, investigating how its emission decays with time. After the sample is excited by e.g. a 

laser pulse, the intensity of the photons emitted by the sample decays typically exponentially 

with time (at least for a homogeneous sample). For TCSPC, the time interval between the 

excitation pulse and the first detected photon is recorded. By repeating the excitation process, 

the histogram of emitted photons is recorded, which represents the emission decay of the 

sample. The measurement generally needs to collect enough photons (5000 or 10000 in the top 

channel) to build a desired emission intensity decay. Typically, low counting rate 1% (one 

photon detected for every 100 excitation pulses) is applied for TCSPC to avoid pulse pileup 

(the apparent decay becomes non-exponential). 

As the excitation pulse is also measured by the detector, the measured decay curve is a 

convolution between instrument response function (IRF) and emission decay of the sample. To 

calculate the emission lifetime, instrument response function (IRF) needs to be deconvoluted 

from the measured decay curve to get the true fluorescence decay.  

The fluorescence intensity I of a molecule follows the equation (3.2) where 𝐼0 is the initial 

intensity, 𝑡 is the time taken after excitation and 𝜏 is the measured fluorescence lifetime. 

                                          𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼0𝑒−𝑡/𝜏                                  (3.2) 

For systems containing more than one emission species, a multi-exponential decay can be 

applied as shown in equation (3.3) where 𝛼 is the amplitude of different species and 𝑛 is the 

number of different species. 

                                       𝐼(𝑡) = ∑ 𝛼𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑒−𝑡/𝜏                             (3.3) 

TCSPC measurements can provide information which cannot be obtained from steady-state 

data. For example, it can distinguish if the quenching of the system is static or dynamic by 

measuring the lifetime. In addition, the FRET efficiency can be calculated by knowing the 

lifetime of a donor-acceptor pair, based on equation (2.14).  
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4. Photochromic Molecules 

The word “Photochromism” comes from “phos” and “chroma”, which are two Greek words 

meaning light and color, respectively.1 Photochromic molecules display reversible structural 

and color transformations upon isomerization. Generally, the isomerization processes can be 

triggered by light at different wavelengths. In effect, color changes occur as a result of 

structural changes. In addition to the color and the structural changes, there are many other 

properties that also change between the different isomers, such as fluorescent properties, redox 

energies, dipole moments, refractive index and so on.3,4 In principle, a good rule is to assume 

that almost every molecular property is changing upon isomerization between the two states. 

The first example of a photochromic molecule was documented in the late 19th century.2 

Nowadays, there are a large number of different types of photoswitchable molecular families 

such as diarylethenes, spiropyrans, azobenzenes and fulgimides that have been widely used in 

various areas of natural science, where the differences in properties between the two isomers 

are exploited. Especially in the two recent decades, photochromic molecules have shown great 

potential in many fields, such as in the fabrication of photocontrollable organic field effect 

transistor (OFET),54-59 incorporation into metal organic framworks (MOFs),60-65 super-

resolution fluorescence microscopy,16-23 molecular computing and information storage36,47,66-73 

as well as bioimaging and photocontrollable biological functions.5-15 

In addition, photochromic materials are also popular in the industry area and those products 

are commonly seen in our daily life, such as ophthalmic lenses, security inks, textiles, 

cosmetics, photochromic helmet visors,  and interestingly, fishing lines - the line is concealed 

for fishes as there is insufficient UV penetration below the water surface while the line is 

obviously visible for anglers as the color of the fish line shows up above the water surface.9,36  

The main driver for using photochromic molecules is the possibility of the system being all-

photonically controlled, which enables the system to respond instantaneously and be 

manipulated remotely. In addition, it is extremely beneficial to use light as the energy input as 

it is a sustainable resource from nature that is non-invasive, clean, and waste free. Therefore, 

it is highly important to study and develop all photonic system based on photochromic 

molecules, which is the aim and the topic of this thesis. 
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4.1 Photoisomerization 

Photoisomerization of photochromic molecules can be schematically described as the process 

below.  

  

Commonly, the colorless form A is thermodynamically stable and can be transformed to the 

colored form B by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Form B can be isomerized back to A by visible 

light or thermal activation. During isomerization, chemical bonds are rearranged, typically in 

the form of cyclization reactions or E/Z transformations. By the differences in thermal 

reversibility, the photochromic molecules are classified as either P-type or T-type.74 For P-type 

photochromic molecules, as they are thermally irreversible, the reversible transformation can 

only be induced by light irradiation. As for T-type photochromic molecules, in addition to 

photoinduced isomerization, they are thermally reversible as well. In most cases, the colorless 

isomer is thermally stable, as opposed to negative photochromism where the colored form 

displays the highest stability.75,76 For some applications, thermal stability is desired, such as 

optical memory media77, whereas in other applications the opposite is true. Examples are 

photochromic photoacids, and light-controlled ion channels.78,79  

The photoisomerization process is schematically described in Fig.4.1 below.80 After A is 

excited to the excited state A*, it can be transformed to the isomer B. The isomer B can also 

be transformed back to the A-form after being excited to B*. There are important parameters 

used to evaluate the efficiency of photochromic switching: the isomerization quantum yield 

(ɸ𝑖𝑠𝑜) and the photostationary distribution (𝑃𝑆𝐷). For the isomerization process form A to 

form B, the isomerization quantum yield can be calculated by equation (4.1), the number of 

generated isomers B compared to the number of photons absorbed by isomer A. 

        ɸ𝐴−𝐵 =
𝑁𝑜.  𝑜𝑓 𝐵 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 

𝑁𝑜.  𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝐴
                           (4.1)        
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The isomerization rate constant from A to B, kA-B is proportional to the light intensity I(λ), the 

molar absorption coefficient εA(λ), and the isomerization quantum yield  ɸ𝐴−𝐵 (neglecting any 

wavelength dependence of the isomerization quantum yield).  

                                                kA-B ∝ I(λ) εA(λ) ɸ𝐴− 𝐵                               (4.2)        

A common way to measure isomerization quantum yields is to compare the kinetics of 

isomerization of the unknown sample to that of the reference for which the isomerization 

quantum yield is known. The ratio of isomerization rate constants of the reference and the 

sample is equal to the ratio of their multiplicative products  𝐼 ∗ 𝛷 ∗ ɛ (assuming that the light 

only triggers isomerization in one direction A→B and the thermal isomerization process is 

slow). In the common case where the same light source is used to trigger the isomerization 

processes of both reference and the sample, the ratio of their isomerization rate constants is 

only determined by their ratio of 𝛷 ∗ ɛ . Therefore, when knowing the isomerization quantum 

yield of the reference 𝛷𝐴−𝐵
𝑟 , the absorption coefficient for both sample 𝜀𝐴

𝑠 and the reference 𝜀𝐴
𝑟 

at the excitation wavelength, the isomerization quantum yield of the sample 𝛷𝐴−𝐵
𝑠  can be 

calculated by equations (4.3 and 4.4) below:     

                                                    
𝑘𝐴−𝐵

𝑠

𝑘𝐴−𝐵
𝑟 =

𝐼∗𝛷𝐴−𝐵
𝑠 ∗𝜀𝐴

𝑠

𝐼∗𝛷𝐴−𝐵
𝑟 ∗𝜀𝐴

𝑟 =  
𝛷𝐴−𝐵

𝑠 ∗𝜀𝐴
𝑠

𝛷𝐴−𝐵
𝑟 ∗𝜀𝐴

𝑟                              (4.3)        

                                                        𝛷𝐴−𝐵
𝑠 =

𝑘𝐴−𝐵
𝑠 ∗𝛷𝐴−𝐵

𝑟 ∗𝜀𝐴
𝑟

𝑘𝐴−𝐵
𝑟 ∗𝜀𝐴

𝑠                                     (4.4)        

                                            

           Figure 4.1. The light-induced isomerization by light (arrows) between two isomers, A and B. 
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When isomerization rate rA-B is equal to rB-A, the isomeric composition reaches to the photo-

equilibrium that is reflected as the photostationary distribution (PSD). The PSD shows the 

relative efficiency of the interconversion process for one photochromic isomer to the other. 

The PSD can be expressed by the equation (4.5).   

                                                       𝑃𝑆𝐷 =
[𝐴]

[𝐵]
=

𝛷𝐵−𝐴∗ɛ𝐵

𝛷𝐴−𝐵∗ɛ𝐴
                                     (4.5)        

If the isomerization quantum yield is assumed to be independent of irradiation wavelength, the 

concentration ratio of two forms at the PSD is simply determined by the irradiation wavelength 

(that is, by the ratio of the molar absorption coefficients at the wavelength used to trigger the 

isomerization). Please note that all arguments above require that any thermal isomerization 

process is much slower than the corresponding photoinduced isomerization processes.  
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4.2 Fluorescence quantum yield 

For some fluorescent photoswitches, the emissive behavior can be dramatically altered by the 

photoinduced isomerization, given that one isomer is non-fluorescent while the other one emits 

strong fluorescence. Such switching property can be applied to many fields, such as super 

resolution fluorescence microscopy, optical memories, and logic gates.42,44-47 Therefore, it is 

crucial to know the emission property of different fluorescent isomers, which can be evaluated 

from the fluorescence quantum yield. The fluorescence quantum yield can be calculated by 

using absorption and emission spectrometers,81 as shown in the equation (4.6):  

                                                            𝛷𝑓
𝑖   =  

𝐹𝑖𝑓𝑠𝑛𝑖
2

𝐹𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠
2 𝛷𝑓

𝑠
                                               (4.6) 

Here, 𝛷𝑓
𝑖  stands for the fluorescence quantum yield of the unknown sample while 𝛷𝑓

𝑠
 stands 

for the fluorescence quantum yield of the standard. Fi and Fs are the integrated intensities of 

the fluorescence spectrum of the sample and the standard, respectively. The refractive indices 

of the solution in sample and reference are ni and ns, respectively. 𝑓𝑖 and 𝑓𝑠 are the absorption 

factors of sample and reference, respectively. 𝑓 = 1 − 10−𝐴, where A is the absorbance at the 

excitation wavelength. At very low absorbances (negligible inner filter effect), f may be 

replaced with the absorbance A.  

To make sure the accuracy of the measurement, there are some key points to address. Firstly, 

it is better to choose the same excitation wavelength for the sample and the reference as the 

relative photon flux at the two wavelengths can be different.  Secondly, the absorbance should 

be kept as low as possible (while still maintaining a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio) to avoid 

the inner filter effect and errors from uneven distribution of the excited species in the detection 

volume. In addition, it is advisable to use a similar emission spectral range and emission 

intensities for both the unknown sample and reference to reduce errors resulting from imperfect 

correction of detection system in the fluorimeter. In summary, to minimize errors, the 

absorption and emission spectra of the standard and the sample should match as closely as 

possible.  

In 2011, IUPAC published standards for photoluminescence quantum yield measurements in 

solution,81 which is a very useful guideline for measuring the fluorescence quantum yield. As 

various standards in different wavelength regions are listed, it serves as a good reference work 

in the search for suitable standards based on the requirements of the sample. 
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4.3 Diarylethene molecular photoswitches 

The diarylethenes (DAE) belong to the major families of photochromic compounds. Among 

different kinds of photochromic molecules, the diarylethenes are highly promising because of 

their good thermal stability and high fatigue resistance.4,25,41-43 The family of diarylethenes and 

their derivatives can display a broad range of applications, such as organic field‐effect 

transistors,57-59 metal organic frameworks,60-65 super‐resolution fluorescence microscopy,47,82-

84 full-color reproduction,24-28 fluorescence labeling and bioimaging,85-89 molecular logic and 

information storage.29-35 

Diarylethenes exist in an open colorless form (typically absorbing only at wavelengths shorter 

than 400 nm, although some derivatives display absorption also at longer wavelengths) that is 

isomerized to the closed colored form by exposure to UV light. By isomerization to the closed 

form, the “localized” π conjugation of the open isomer is spread over the whole photochromic 

core, which leads to a shift in the absorbance of the closed form to longer wavelengths. The 

reverse reaction is triggered by exposure to visible light. One example of diarylethene 

isomerization is DAE8 shown in Fig.4.2 where DAE8(o) and DAE8(c) stands for the open and 

closed form of DAE8, respectively.  

 

Figure 4.2. The isomerization process of DAE8 between the open form and the closed form. 

 

The open form of a DAE molecule has antiparallel and parallel conformations, which can 

convert to each other in solution.4 Typically, the cyclization quantum yield does not exceed 0.5 

as the ratio of two conformations is 1:1 in most cases and the allowed conrotatory cyclization 

reaction only proceeds from the antiparallel conformation.90 However, it is possible to increase 

the cyclization quantum yield by introducing bulky substituents91 or long alkyl groups92 at the 

active carbon, which can increase the population of the antiparallel conformation.   
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The cyclization quantum yield of DAE molecules can be largely influenced by solvent effects 

because of the formation of internal charge transfer (ICT) states or twisted internal charge 

transfer (TICT) states.4,93,94 For example, the fluorescent solvatochromism observed for DAE8  

is ascribed to the intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) between the electron-donating thiophene 

rings and central electron-accepting benzothiophene 1,1-dioxide groups.95 The cyclization 

quantum yield becomes lower with the increased polarity of the solvent. A similar trend of 

decreased cyclization quantum yield was also seen in other fluorescent diarylethene derivatives 

containing electron-donating substituents at 6- and 6′-positions of benzothiophene 1,1-dioxide 

groups.20,95,96  

Although the open isomer of DAE derivatives is thermodynamically stable, the rate of thermal 

isomerization from the closed to the open isomer is typically extremely slow. The thermal 

stability of the closed isomer is influenced by the energy differences between open and closed 

forms. When the energy difference is small, the thermal cycloreversion reaction is constrained 

by the large activation energy. For DAE derivatives, the energy difference between the two 

isomers can be strongly influenced by the choice of aryl group. For aryl groups with low 

aromatic stabilization energy, such as furyl, thiophene and benzothiophene, there is not much 

energy lost during the cyclization process so that the closed isomers of DAE derivatives revert 

very slowly to the open isomer. For phenyl, pyrrolyl, or indolyl aryl groups with high aromatic 

stabilization energy, there are large energy differences between the open and the closed isomers 

due to the significant loss of the aromatic stabilization energy.4,90  

Because of its good thermal stability, the DAE derivatives are therefore classified as P-type 

photoswitches–enabling photoinduced interconversion while having very slow thermal 

reversion to the open isomer. In addition, for many DAE derivatives it is possible to enrich the 

two isomeric forms to virtually 100 % by photoisomerization. This favorable observation 

results from the fact that typically, the isomerization quantum yield for the cyclization (closing) 

reaction is much higher compared to the reverse isomerization. Hence, despite the fact that the 

UV-light used for cyclization is also absorbed by the closed isomer, the cyclization reaction 

“wins”, and the resulting PSD is highly enriched in the closed form. In combination with the 

good photostability, this is what makes the DAE photoswitches so broadly applied. 
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5. Intensity Modulation through Photoinduced 

Isomerization 

5.1 Single-color fluorescence photoswitching: turn-off mode 

fluorescent DAEs 

When photochromic compounds are excited, there is a competition between isomerization, 

non-radiative internal conversion/intersystem crossing, and radiative decay (fluorescence). For 

some photochromic molecules, like azobenzene, both isomeric forms are non-fluorescent as 

the radiative decay is too inefficient to compete with the other deactivation processes. 

Therefore, it is common to design molecular systems that can combine both fluorescence and 

photochromic activity by linking fluorescent and photochromic moieties through covalent 

bonds or using hybrid materials consisting of separate fluorescent and photochromic parts.37 

However, for those systems, much work is typically needed for the tedious synthesis of 

covalently linked constructs or the formation of supramolecular systems. 

In this regard, it is thus more desirable to control the fluorescence intensity only by using a 

molecular photoswitch monomer that exhibits both intense fluorescence and efficient 

photochromism. Given that only one of the two isomers displays distinct fluorescence, the 

emission intensity can be reversibly altered by isomerization between the two forms.  

Among all different types of photochromic molecules, there are some compounds that possess 

inherent fluorescence only in one of the two isomers. The typical DAE derivative is weakly 

fluorescent in the open isomer, whereas the closed-ring isomer displays no detectable 

emission.4,37 Therefore, weak fluorescence is observed in the “initial” open isomeric state and 

the intensity of the emission decreases by the irradiation of UV light. Typically, the 

fluorescence quantum yield of the open form of DAEs is very low. Exceptions are rare, but 

includes one example where  the fluorescence quantum yield was reported to be close to 20%.97 

This value was determined in  hexane solution and the closed isomer cannot be fully reached 

upon UV irradiation, implying it is not possible to totally switch ‘‘off’’ the emission.  

In our projects, the open isomer of Dasy is noticed to have the advantage of reaching virtually 

100% closed form by exposure to UV light. The structure and the isomerization scheme for 

Dasy is shown in Fig.5.1. The fluorescence quantum yields of Dasy open isomer are 0.21 in 

water49 and 0.11 in acetonitrile50, which are extraordinarily high among open isomers of DAE 
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derivatives. Because of its good water solubility, exceptionally high fluorescence quantum 

yield, virtually quantitative enrichment in both photostationary states, and robust switching 

capabilities, Dasy is a very suitable candidate to be applied in rapid fluorescent amplitude 

modulation, which could be very useful in fluorescence microscopy, as explained in detail 

below.  

 

Figure 5.1. The isomerization process of Dasy between the open form and the closed form. 

Generally, synthetic fluorescent probes are used in fluorescence microscopy to discriminate 

between fluorescent and non-fluorescent materials. However, because of the autofluorescence 

of the cells, the light used to excite a fluorescent probe can also excite interfering background 

fluorescence. In addition, there is also interference from scattering of the excitation light. As a 

consequence, the signal to background ratio is limited, which results in the reduction of the 

contrast.98-100 Therefore, a major challenge in, e.g., live-cell imaging is to isolate the fluorescent 

signal of interest from the background. Among different approaches, optical lock-in detection 

(OLID) is an efficient technique to discriminate the fluorescence signal of probe from the 

fluorescent background.  

By using homodyne detection scheme (extraction of an oscillating signal) and low-pass 

filtering, a lock-in measurement can extract the amplitude and phase of the signal from noisy 

background. In OLID, the amplitude-modulated signal (AC component) of a fluorescent probe 

is “separated” by a lock-in amplifier with respect to the static (DC component) background.101 

The OLID can extract the AC component even when the intensity is 0.1% or less of the total 

signal.102  The key to success of the system is therefore depending on the ability of the probe 

to display rapid, reversible switching between two distinct states in multiple cycles, and, of 

course, that one isomeric form displays intense fluorescence. The conventional fluorescent 

probe has limitations as for being applied in lock-in detection, as the modulation of the 

excitation light will trigger in-phase oscillations of the autofluorescence of the background as 

well. OLID technique requires a fluorescent probe that can be optically modulated between the 
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“on” and “off” states to generate a fluorescence intensity waveform that can be defined by the 

lock-in amplifier from the non-modulated background.103
 The use of photochromic probes in 

which the emission can be switched by amplitude modulated excitation light has been 

generated and analyzed for this purpose.  

There are several approaches to design photochromic molecules that can be potentially applied 

in lock-in detection. However, in most cases the photo-controlled FRET process is essential 

for running the system, which implies that extensive synthesis is required. Typically, the 

modulation frequency is only 1 Hz or lower which leads to unpractically long acquisition 

times.98,99,104,105 Marriott and co-workers have improved the system by using a spiropyran 

photoswitch as the sole probe in a cellular environment.100,106  However, the downsides of the 

poor photostability and very low fluorescence quantum yield of the probe limit its further 

application in cell imaging. In addition, much data processing is required to separate the probe 

signal from the background as the spiropyran has fluorescence in its colored form instead of 

the colorless form. 

In our approach, Dasy is successfully applied as the sole fluorescent probe in phase-sensitive 

(lock-in) detection system where all the downsides mentioned above have been eliminated.49 

We show that the fluorescence of Dasy can be switched rapidly by using amplitude modulated 

red light, which avoids the disturbance of the background emission as those fluorescent species 

absorb at wavelengths shorter than red light and the scattered light is in the visible region. 

Therefore, only the fluorescence signal of Dasy can be modulated and distinguished by the 

lock-in amplifier. The lock-in detection of Dasy is easily done at frequencies up to 205 Hz, and 

the method can be applied to cell studies by using fluorescence microscopy. So far there is no 

other class of photochromic molecules that has intrinsically high fluorescence quantum yield 

in the colorless form, and hence Dasy is an exceptionally well suited fluorescent photoswitch 

for this purpose.  

The absorption and emission spectra of Dasy are shown in Fig.5.2. It can be seen that the open 

form of Dasy (Dasy(o)) absorbs mostly in the UV region with its most redshifted absorption 

band centered at 351 nm in aqueous solution. UV light triggers isomerization from Dasy(o) to 

virtually 100% (Dasy(c)) at the photostationary state. The closed form of Dasy (Dasy(c)) has 

its most redshifted absorption band centered around 650 nm in aqueous solution. The emission 

of Dasy(o) centered around 511 nm in aqueous solution while Dasy(c) is non-fluorescent.  
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Figure 5.2. The absorption spectra of Dasy(o) (blue dotted line), Dasy(c) (blue solid line) and emission 

spectrum of Dasy(o) (red line). 

The switching scheme of Dasy between the two photostationary states is schematically shown 

in Fig.5.3 (left). The red light is modulated while the UV light is switched on continuously. Am 

stands for the amplitude of modulation and fm stands for the frequency of modulation. It can 

be seen that the Dasy(o) fluorescence intensity can be controlled by red light that is much 

longer in wavelength than the absorption spectrum of the fluorescent species Dasy(o). The 365 

nm UV light results in the intense emission of Dasy(o), at the same time inducing the 

isomerization from Dasy(o) to the non-fluorescent Dasy(c). The emission will be turned “off” 

when the sample is converted to 100% Dasy(c). If the sample is then exposed also to 660 nm 

red light that triggers isomerization from Dasy(c) to Dasy(o), the fluorescence will be turned 

“on” to establish the new photostationary state induced by UV and red light simultaneously. 

The rate constant of this process is referred to as kobs. The emission of Dasy(o) can be switched 

“off” again when red light is turned off as the sample is isomerized to the non-fluorescent 

Dasy(c). 

The amplitude modulation results of Dasy in aqueous solution at ca. 20 µM with modulation 

frequencies of 10 Hz (top), 105 Hz (middle), and 205 Hz (bottom) are shown in Fig. 5.3 (right). 

The driver signal of the laser diode at 660 nm is shown in black line and the fluorescence 

change of Dasy is shown in the red line. When the modulation frequency is faster than the 

sample reaching the new photostationary state (fm>kobs), there will be not enough time for the 

fluorescence of Dasy to be switched to the two extreme points, zero and maximum level. It 

means that the observed intensity change, referred to as the modulation amplitude Am, will 

decrease with the increased modulation frequency fm. It can be seen clearly in Fig.5.3 that 

compared to the Am at 10 Hz, the amplitude dropped to 7.3% when modulation frequency 
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increased to 105 Hz. The amplitude further dropped to 4.7% when frequency becomes 205 Hz. 

Based on experimental data and established theory, it is noticed that the Am changes 

dramatically in the lower frequency domain while there is no distinct change in Am anymore 

when the frequency is higher than 200 Hz.  It is very encouraging to see that the Am can still 

be clearly detected by lock-in amplifier even when the frequency is higher than 200 Hz. 
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Figure 5.3. Left: Schematic description of Dasy switched between the two photostationary states. Am is the 

modulation amplitude, fm is the modulation frequency, kobs is the observed rate constant for reaching the 

photostationary state induced by both UV and red light irradiation. Right: The amplitude modulation of Dasy in 

aqueous solution with modulation frequencies of 10 Hz (top), 105 Hz (middle), and 205 Hz (bottom). The 365 nm 

UV light is switched on continuously and the 660 nm laser diode is modulated at varying modulation frequencies 

(black lines). The modulated fluorescence of Dasy is shown in red lines. 
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To prove that the captured signal originates from the modulated fluorescence of Dasy(o), the 

following measurements were carried out: First, the steady state emission spectrum of a light 

source with maximum at 450 nm was recorded, which is shown in the blue line of Fig.5.4. 

After that, the emission spectrum was recorded when Dasy(o) was excited continuously at 365 

nm and the detector was simultaneously irradiated with the 450 nm light source. It can be seen 

from the result shown in black line that the overall emission is dominated by the 450 nm light 

source (blue line) in this situation. For those measurements mentioned above, the lock-in 

detection was not applied and the red light at 660 nm was switched off. The next step was to 

start the modulation measurement. The modulated 660 nm red light was turned on with 

frequency at 10 Hz, and the detector signal was filtered by a lock-in amplifier set to the same 

frequency. As shown in Fig.5.4, the recorded emission spectrum shown in red line is in the 

same shape as Dasy(o) alone (see Fig.5.2) and the emission from the 450 nm light source is 

entirely suppressed. The result proved that through lock-in detection, the modulated signal 

from Dasy can be perfectly distinguished from an intense background emission by using 

amplitude modulated red light. 

 

Figure 5.4. Normalized spectra of static emission from 450 nm light source (blue line), static emission from 

Dasy(o) + 450 nm light source (black line) and modulated emission (irradiation of continuous 365 nm and 10 

Hz modulated 660 nm light) from Dasy(o) + 450 nm light source (red line).  

To investigate if Dasy can display amplitude modulation also in cell imaging, a sample was 

prepared in medium solution containing L929 cells and Dasy(o) with concentration of 100 µM. 

It has been proved from results that the amplitude modulated fluorescence of Dasy is able to 

be detected within a biologically relevant environment. The detailed information about cell 

imaging measurements is shown in paper I. 
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In summary, here we introduced a fluorescent switch that has distinct fluorescence in the 

colorless open isomer in aqueous solution, which enables its emission modulation by red light, 

As the undesired background fluorescence or the scattered light is not affected by red light, the 

modulation signal of Dasy can be easily filtered out by lock-in detection. In addition, the 

modulation frequency of Dasy can be as high as 205 Hz with the signal sufficiently enough to 

be distinguished from the background. The outstanding properties and performance of Dasy, 

such as good water solubility, redshifted absorption spectrum, high fluorescence quantum yield, 

virtually 100% enrichment in both photostationary states, and rapid switching capabilities let it 

become promising to be applied in cell studies and microscopy experiments. 
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5.2 Single-color fluorescence photoswitching: turn-on mode 

fluorescent DAEs 

The “turn-off” DAE photoswitches mentioned above is limited in some applications, such as 

super-resolution microscopy that requires an initial completely dark background.42 On the other 

hand, the “turn-on” DAE derivatives in which the fluorescence can be increased dramatically 

when isomerizing to the closed form have been extensively studied and developed. A couple 

of illustrative examples are highlighted below. In 2009, Ahn and co-workers reported a DAE 

derivative where the fluorescence quantum yield of the closed isomer increased almost 100 

times by oxidizing the sulfur atoms to sulfones. The fluorescence quantum yield can be further 

increased to 0.19 by introducing n-heptyl substituents at the reactive carbon. Additionally, by 

introducing the acetyl substituents at the 6- and 6′-positions of the benzothiophene-1,1-dioxide 

groups, the fluorescence quantum yield was improved up to 0.52.107 Even so, the fluorescence 

quantum yields of those DAE derivatives are still lower than fluorophores that are 

commercially available, which is a challenge for their direct application in super-resolution 

imaging.18 

To fulfill the requirements for super-resolution fluorescence imaging, a series of diarylethenes 

with sulfone derivatives was reported by Irie and co-workers in 2011. The fluorescence 

quantum yield of the closed isomer was further improved, which can be up to 0.88 by 

introducing both short alkyl substituents at the reactive carbon and aryl substituents to the 

benzothiophene-1,1-dioxide groups.38 The isomerization from the open to the closed form is 

very effective whereas the quantum yield for the closed to open isomerization is very low, 

which meet excellently the requirements of super-resolution microscopy, such as photo-

activated localization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 

(STORM).42,77 To ensure the accuracy, enough photons need to be collected before the 

photoswitch isomerizes to the “off” state. With high fluorescence quantum yield and extremely 

slow switching “off” process, it is easy to collect sufficiently many photons before the 

photoswitch is isomerized back to the dark state. On the other hand, because of the efficient 

switching “on” process, the photoswitch can be easily populated with low intensity UV light. 

So far, the diarylethenes with sulfone derivatives have been successfully applied in different 

types of super-resolution microscopy, such as PALM and STORM and reversible saturable 

optical fluorescence transition (RESOLFT).20,21  
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One representative example of such application is reported by the Dominik group.18 With the 

high fluorescence quantum yield, high photostability, a low quantum yield for the “on” to “off” 

switching, and reasonable quantum yield for “off” to “on” switching, the DAE derivative is a 

significant advantage for the super-resolved localization microscopy. By applying the 

photoswitch in super-resolved PALM, the resolution of the images increased ten times with 

respect to the diffraction limit. The structural details of copolymer cylindrical micelles are 

clearly visible in the super-resolved image compared to the conventional diffraction-limited 

image.   
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5.3 Multi-color switching of a molecular cocktail 

Although single-color fluorescence “on-off” photoswitching has been used in many application 

fields, their application is still restricted because the molecule can only provide two different 

states: “on” and “off”. In contrast, the multi-color fluorescence photoswitching systems can 

achieve multistate switching implying the existence of more than one emitting species 

contributing to the fluorescence and the associated spectral changes. Recently, such systems 

have been extensively studied and has opened the possibility in various applications, such as 

full-color reproduction,24-28 data-security,108-110 super-resolution fluorescence 

microscopy,23,111,112 fluorescence labeling and bioimaging,113,114 molecular logic and 

information storage32,34,46. The application potential of the multi-color fluorescence 

photoswitching systems has expanded far beyond single-color fluorescence photoswitching 

systems.42 

Multi-color photoswitching systems can be further differentiated into two principally different 

ways: color-specific and color-correlated switching. Fig.5.5 illustrates the two different 

switching processes.42 It can be seen from Fig.5.5 that for a color-specific process, the emission 

of one compound is switched between “on” and “off” by irradiation of light while the emission 

from another compound is not influenced during the process. In contrast, for color-correlated 

switching, emissions of both compounds are altered. The emission of one compound is turned 

“off”, at the same time the emission of another one is turned “on” upon exposure to light.  

 

Figure 5.5. Schematic description of the color-correlated photoswitching system (upper case) and the color-

specific photoswitching system (lower case). 
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Compared to the color-specific system, the color-correlated photoswitching allows for a much 

more distinct color change, as the increase in emission in one wavelength region is correlated 

with the disappearance of the emission in another wavelength region. The most common 

strategy for color-correlated systems is to combine a fluorophore that has higher energy 

emission with a “turn-on” photoswitch molecule that has lower energy emission.42 By 

employing the ‘‘static’’ fluorescent dye as the energy donor and a molecular photoswitch as 

the corresponding acceptor, the FRET process is switched “on” and “off” during closing and 

opening isomerization process, thereby the fluorescence color is changed between the 

fluorophore and the photochromic fluorescent dye. The details of multi-color system based on 

FRET process will be explained in the next chapter. To trigger efficient FRET reactions, it is 

essential to keep the donor and the acceptor in close proximity. Therefore, various condensed 

systems such as nanoparticles,115-118 organogels,46,119 polymers120-122 and covalently linked 

constructs26,41,76,123-125 have been presented to ensure the efficiency of the FRET process. 

However, generally the flexibilities of those systems are restricted and complicated synthetic 

procedures are required for those approaches.  

In our approach, a novel, extremely facile color-correlated photoswitching cocktail is designed 

by simply mixing two photochromic DAE derivatives in acetonitrile, which leads to a very 

flexible system as for choosing different fluorophores and adjusting their respective 

concentrations. The color changes of the cocktail are induced only by isomerization of the two 

monomer photoswitches without relying on any FRET reactions. The single light source at 381 

nm is applied to trigger the color change and the virtually nondestructive emission readout is 

recorded by 410 nm excitation. Using light as the only external stimuli presents various 

advantages such as waste-free, non-invasive, and remote operation with the unsurpassed 

spatiotemporal control.  

 

 

Figure 5.6. The isomerization process of DAE9 between the open form and the closed form. 
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The structure and the isomerization scheme for the Dasy and DAE9 photoswitches are shown 

in Fig.5.1 and Fig.5.6 respectively. The relevant absorption and emission spectra are shown in 

Fig.5.7. It can be seen from Fig.5.7 that both Dasy(o) and DAE9(o) absorb almost exclusively 

in the UV region, which makes it easier to choose one wavelength of UV light to initialize the 

closing isomerization of both compounds. The opening reaction of both compounds can also 

be triggered by a common visible light source as both Dasy(c) and DAE9(c) absorb between 

500 nm to 550 nm. There is no detectable emission from the closed isomeric form Dasy(c) or 

the open isomeric form DAE9(o). Dasy has its blue-green fluorescence only in the open 

isomeric form Dasy(o) with a quantum yield of 0.11 whereas DAE9 has orange fluorescence 

only in the closed form DAE9(c) with a quantum yield of 0.37 in acetonitrile.  

 

Figure 5.7. Absorption and emission spectra of Dasy (shown in a) and DAE9 (shown in b). The black dotted lines 

stand for the absorption spectra of the open isomers, the black solid lines stand for the absorption spectra of 

closed isomers. The green solid line stands for the emission of Dasy(o) and the red solid lines stand for the 

emission spectrum of DAE9(c). 

The initial emission of the cocktail mixture of Dasy and DAE9 is blue-green fluorescence as 

both Dasy and DAE9 are in the open form and only Dasy(o) is fluorescent. By exposing the 

sample to 381 nm UV light, Dasy(o) and DAE9(o) are both isomerized to Dasy(c) and DAE9(c), 

respectively. Due to the UV induced isomerization, the blue-green emission of Dasy(o) will 
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gradually decrease while an increase of orange emission from DAE9(c) is expected. As the 

photostationary distribution of Dasy can be 100% shifted to the non-fluorescent Dasy(c) isomer, 

the system will show only orange emission of DAE9(c) in the end of the process as extended 

UV irradiation would lead to the disappearance of the blue-green emission from Dasy(o).  

The isomerization quantum yields for the closing reactions are 0.52 and 0.13 for Dasy and 

DAE9, respectively, that is, 4 times difference between the isomerization quantum yields of 

Dasy and DAE9. As the isomerization rate of closing process is proportional to εopen × Φiso 

(open → close), the isomerization wavelength needs to be chosen accordingly to let rates of 

both isomerization processes become comparable, which is important for a continuous color 

change of the system. Here, 381 nm was selected as the excitation wavelength for the 

isomerization of the cocktail mixture since the ratio of εDAE9(o) /εDasy(o) is maximum at 381 nm.  

Based on the kinetics of closing isomerization process of DAE9(o) →  DAE9(c) and Dasy(o) 

→  Dasy(c) upon 381 nm irradiation, the isomerization time constants are 50.5 s and 105.2 s 

for Dasy and DAE9, respectively. Thus, the rates of the two closing isomerization reactions 

are comparable by using 381 nm as the excitation wavelength. 

For the reading (excitation for emission readout) process, it is important that the excitation light 

does not induce any changes during the reading process to achieve a good “color stability” of 

the system. This implies that the excitation light for emission readout should be selected to 

cause minimal isomerization, at the same time maintaining a good signal to noise ratio of the 

emission spectra. As the emission quantum yields of both photoswitches are fairly high, 

excitation light 410 nm is selected for emission readout to grant the “color stability”. It can be 

seen in Fig.5.7 that the absorption of the photochromically most active form, Dasy(o) is very 

low at 410 nm so that the isomerization from Dasy(o) to Dasy(c) is restricted during the reading 

procedure by 410 nm excitation.  

It is also desirable for the cocktail mixture to have a constant overall emission intensity 

throughout the isomerization process. Therefore, the concentrations of two compounds in the 

cocktail mixture need to be alternatively adjusted to find the correct relations between Dasy(o) 

and DAE9(c). Fig.5.8 shows the overall emission changes of a cocktail containing ca. 35 µM 

Dasy and 2.3 µM DAE9 when exposed to 381 nm UV light. It can be seen clearly that the 

initial spectrum is dominated by emission of Dasy(o) while the final spectrum shows 

fluorescence mostly from DAE9(c). During the whole isomerization process, the intensities of 

overall emission are comparable for the cocktail mixture. It can be also seen by the CIE 
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coordinates in Fig.5.9 that the color of the cocktail system changes continuously from 

blue/green to orange, implying that the rates of Dasy and DAE9 isomerization reactions occur 

on a similar timescale.  
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Figure 5.8. The emission changes of Dasy + DAE9 cocktail in acetonitrile by 381 nm irradiation for 0 s (green 

line), 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 20 s, 30 s, 40 s, 50 s, 80 s, 110 s, 140 s, 200 s, 260 s, and 350 s (red line). The spectra were 

recorded upon 410 nm excitation. 

 
Figure 5.9. CIE coordinates of the emission changes of Dasy+DAE9 acetonitrile cocktail upon 381 nm 

irradiation. Irradiation conditions from left to right: no irradiation, 5s, 10s, 15s, 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 80s, and 

350s by 381 nm UV light.  All spectra recorded upon 410 nm excitation. 

The stability of the system with respect to color changes over time was investigated by exposing 

the sample continuously to 410 nm excitation light. The outstanding color stability can be seen 

by the fact that there is no difference in the emission spectra after a time period equivalent to 
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recording 20 emission spectra and only minor changes observed after a time period equivalent 

to recording 50 spectra.  

The operation of the cocktail system can be repeated with excellent reproducibility as there is 

no substantial photodecomposition of the sample after it is alternately exposed to 381 nm light 

and 523 nm light. Moreover, both the maximum and the minimum fluorescence intensities of 

two DAE derivatives remain at a fairly constant level throughout the cycling. 

To verify that the observed color changes are only caused by isomerization rather than FRET 

reactions, TCSPC experiments were undertaken. The results show that there are no differences 

in the lifetimes of DAE9(c)/Dasy(o) monomers alone in acetonitrile compared to 

DAE9(c)/Dasy(o) in the cocktail mixtures, which indicates there is no quenching by FRET 

reactions in the cocktail system.  

In summary, we presented a molecular cocktail in which the color of the system can be 

switched in a color-correlated fashion. The most appealing part of the system is that the 

dynamic color change only depends on the light-induced isomerization without requiring 

FRET or other excited state communication reactions. In addition, the cocktail system can be 

simply prepared by mixing two fluorescent DAE derivatives in bulk acetonitrile solution, 

which avoids the tedious synthesis or any design of complicated supramolecular systems. 

Moreover, the all- photonic operation let the system become non-invasive, waste free and able 

to be controlled remotely.  
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6. Intensity Modulation through FRET/PET Process 

Although the fluorescence can be simply switched between “on” and “off” by the inherent 

changes in fluorescence quantum yield between the two isomeric forms, it is more common to 

combine a fluorophore with a photoswitch so that the system can be designed to have an 

efficient photochromic reactivity and a bright fluorescence simultaneously.37 In this approach, 

generally the fluorescence is modulated either by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) or 

photoinduced electron transfer (PET).42 To ensure the close proximity of the fluorophore and 

the photoswitch required for these reactions to occur, covalently linked systems have been 

widely used,14,126-131 as well as other materials such as nanoparticles,88,132,133 gels134,135 and 

supramolecular assemblies.136-138 

The working mechanism of such combined system is explained in Fig.6.1. In the beginning, 

the fluorescence from the fluorophore is “on” as the photoswitch is at the “quenching off” state 

(Qoff). Typically, with UV light irradiation, the photoswitch is isomerized to the “quenching 

on” state (Qon) which initiates the FRET or PET process. The fluorescence of the system is thus 

switched “off”. With visible light irradiation, the photoswitch is isomerized back to the 

“quenching off” state (Qoff) so that the fluorescence is again observed from the fluorophore. 

The fluorescence of the system can be switched “on” and “off” repeatedly by the reversible 

isomerization of the photoswitch.    

 

Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of intensity modulation by FRET/PET process. 

In DAE derivative-based FRET systems, the fluorescent dye acts as an energy donor and the 

photochromic molecule is the corresponding acceptor. One prerequisite for an efficient FRET 

reaction is to have a sufficiently large spectral overlap between the emission spectrum of the 

donor and the absorption spectrum of one photochromic isomer. In contrast, the overlap 
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between the emission of donor and the absorption of the other isomer should be negligible. It 

is thus desirable for DAE photochromic molecules to exhibit a large spectral shift in absorption 

during isomerization as Fig.6.2 illustrates.   

 

 
Figure 6.2. Schematic example of donor emission spectrum and acceptor absorption spectra for FRET process. 

The absorbance of quenching “off” state (Qoff) is shown as black solid line and the absorbance of quenching “on” 

state (Qon) is shown as the red solid line. The fluorescence of donor is shown as the blue dashed line. Because of 

large spectral overlap between the donor fluorescence and the absorbance of Qon, FRET is initiated when the 

photoswitch isomerized to Qon state by UV light. As there is no spectral overlap between the absorbance of Qoff 

state and the donor fluorescence, no FRET reaction occurs when the photoswitch is isomerized to Qoff state by 

visible light. 

In the FRET process, the fluorophore is non-radiatively deactivated by sensitizing the 

excitation of the photochromic acceptor. Thus, to initiate the FRET, two excitation processes 

are required: one process is to excite the photochromic molecule to trigger the isomerization to 

the “Acceptor-on” form that has a large spectral overlap with donor emission; another one is 

to excite the fluorophore for emission readout.  

One early example of a DAE-based FRET system is shown in Fig.6.3.139 The dyad is designed 

with a DAE photochromic acceptor and an anthracene donor fluorophore. The fluorescence of 

the anthracene unit has only substantial overlap with the absorption spectrum of the closed 

isomer of the DAE molecule. Therefore, upon UV induced isomerization from the DAE open 

form to the closed form, the energy transfer process will be triggered from the anthracene donor 

fluorophore to the DAE molecule that is now in the “quenching on” state, which leads to the 

fluorescence of the system being turned “off” (fluorescence quantum yield lower than 0.001). 

In contrast, once the DAE photoswitch is isomerized back to the open “quenching off” state by 

visible light, there is no FRET reaction and the fluorescence of the anthracene fluorophore is 

turned “on” again with the fluorescence quantum yield of 0.73. In this way, the fluorescence 
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of the system can be turned “on” and “off” reversibly by switching the FRET process through 

UV and visible light. 

 
 

Figure 6.3. Interconversion of a dyad consisting of a photochromic DAE acceptor and an anthracene fluorophore 

donor. The upper structure displays fluorescence from the anthracene unit when the DAE photoswitch is in the 

open “quenching off” state. In the lower structure, the fluorescence is quenched by energy transfer (FRET) when 

the DAE photoswitch is isomerized to the closed “quenching on” state.  

It can be seen from equation (2.10) that the rate of FRET quenching is enhanced by the 

increased spectral overlap between the emission of the donor fluorophore and the absorbance 

of the photochromic acceptor molecule as the rate constant of FRET, kT(r), is proportional to 

the spectral overlap integral, J(λ). In addition, the efficiency of the FRET process is highly 

sensitive to the distance between the donor and the acceptor, as kT(r) is proportional to 1/r6, 

where r is the donor-acceptor distance. This implies that a small change in distance between 

the donor and the acceptor can result in a significant difference in the FRET rate. Typically, 

the distance between the donor and the acceptor needs to be within 10 nm for the occurrence 

of FRET processes. 

Except for the FRET process, fluorescence switching can also be achieved based on the PET 

mechanism in which an electron is transferred between the fluorophore and the photochromic 

molecule. The electron transfer process can be activated or deactivated by sufficiently large 

differences in the redox potentials between the two isomers. Compared to FRET, the PET 
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process can be much more influenced by the distance between electron donor and acceptor. It 

is because FRET arises from a dipole-dipole interaction, yielding the 1/r6 distance 

dependence.51 In contrast, the PET process requires orbital overlap between the donor and the 

acceptor, which decreases exponentially with distance. 

The driving force for PET is calculated from equation (6.1). In the equation, 𝐸𝑂𝑥 stands for the 

oxidation potential of the donor, 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑑  stands for the reduction potential of the acceptor, 𝑒 

stands for the elementary charge, ∆𝐸00 stands for the energy change associated with the S0 to 

S1 transition, 𝜀0 is the vacuum permittivity, 𝜀𝑟 is the dielectric constant of the medium, d is the 

distance between the electron donor and the acceptor. For photochromic molecules, the 

reduction or oxidation potential of the molecule can be changed substantially through the 

isomerization process, which can switch “on” and “off” of the electron transfer process 

between the fluorophore and the photochromic molecule.  

                       ∆𝐺0 = 𝑒⦋𝐸𝑂𝑥 − 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑑] − ∆𝐸00 −
𝑒2

4𝜋𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝑑
                       (6.1) 

One example is a molecular dyad containing a perylene bisimide that is covalently linked to a 

diarylethene photoswitch.140 The system has the fluorescence around 750 nm whereas the 

emission is switched “off” when the system is exposed to UV light that triggers the 

isomerization of the diarylethene photoswitch from open to the closed form. Through 

calculation, it is noticed that the ∆𝐺0 of PET process is 0.37 eV for the dyad with the open 

form (Open- - Dye+) and −0.03 eV for the dyad with the closed form (closed- - Dye+). It means 

the PET process is only thermodynamically favorable between the fluorophore and the closed 

isomer. Therefore, the PET process is switched “off” initially when the diarylethene 

photoswitch is in the open form and switched “on” simultaneously when the photoswitch is 

isomerized to the closed form.  

As the work conducted in this thesis focuses on DAE-based FRET systems, the PET process 

will not be further elaborated on here. 
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6.1 Emission color tuning by FRET process 

It can be noticed that for the mechanism mentioned above, the FRET process occurs without 

the appearance of a photon (given that the FRET acceptor is non-fluorescent), which implies 

that the overall fluorescence of the system switched “off” in the quenching state. The downside 

of such system is that the photon is wasted in the end and there are only two states with respect 

to the fluorescence properties: “on” and “off”. This imposes restrictions in practical 

applications. It would be more beneficial if multi-color photoswitching can be constructed by 

the donor-acceptor pairs, that is, if the FRET process does not necessarily imply the loss of the 

photon. 

To surmount the limitations of single-color fluorescence photoswitching, the FRET-based 

systems of fluorophore-photoswitch pairs have been intensively studied and have shown great 

promise in displaying stimuli-responsive emission color.141-149 The mechanism of one system 

is shown in Fig.6.4. Compared to the single-color photoswitching system, one additional 

prerequisite of multi-color photoswitching systems is that the photochromic acceptor has to be 

fluorescent in its FRET-active form.  

 

   Figure 6.4. Schematic explanation of emission color tuning of the fluorophore-photoswitch pair by FRET process. 

At the beginning of the process, the fluorescence of the system is emitted from the fluorophore 

when the photoswitch is at the acceptor “off” form (Aoff). When the system is exposed to UV 

irradiation, the photoswitch is transformed to the acceptor “on” form (Aon), which initiates the 

FRET process. As the Aon form is fluorescent, the emission of the acceptor starts to appear 

while the emission of the fluorophore begins to be quenched. Therefore, the emission color is 

a mixture of the donor and the acceptor in intermediate states (when both isomeric forms of the 

dyad are present) and the color of the system is changed gradually from donor-centered to 

acceptor-centered as the photoisomerization process is proceeding. This means that any 
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emission color between the donor and the acceptor can be achieved during the isomerization 

process. When the isomerization process is finished, the donor will be largely quenched and 

the emission color is dominated by the acceptor. 

There are some key points that need to be addressed in the design of such multi-color system. 

Firstly, to maintain an overall high emission intensity throughout the isomerization process, 

the fluorescence quantum yield of the photochromic acceptor should be comparable to that of 

the fluorescent donor fluorophore, i.e., on the high end. In addition, to achieve a distinct change 

in the emission color, it is vital that the photoswitch can be fully transformed from Aoff to the 

Aon state so that the majority of the donor fluorophores are FRET-quenched. 

Our group has previously demonstrated how the perceived emission color can be changed 

continuously from the fluorophore donor emission to emission of the photochromic acceptor.115 

The donor of the system was chosen to be 9, 10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) that has emission 

centered between 400 nm and 450 nm. The sulfone derivative of a diarylethene (DAE) 

photoswitch was used as the acceptor whose open form has no absorption above 400 nm while 

the closed form has the maximum absorbance around 450 nm. The DAE acceptor has the 

advantage of emitting intense fluorescence in the closed form (emission quantum yield 0.75 in 

acetonitrile), which ensured the overall high and comparable emission intensities of different 

emitting states. Moreover, the sample can be enriched to 100% of the respective isomeric form 

by both the UV and the visible light-induced reactions (closing isomerization quantum yield = 

0.42, opening isomerization quantum yield = 4.0 × 10-4). It means the DAE can be fully 

transformed to the acceptor “on” form and the process can be reversed by exposure to visible 

light. 

 

Figure 6.5.  Schematic illustration of a polymer micelle containing donor DPA (blue dots) and acceptor DAE (green 

dots). Photoswitching of DAE from open to closed form allows for FRET, resulting in tuning of the system 

emission color. 
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In this system, the donor and the acceptor are encapsulated in polymer micelles to ensure the 

close proximity required for an efficient FRET process. The design of the system is shown in 

Fig.6.5. The blue fluorescence of the DPA donor fluorophore is initially the only emission 

present. However, the emission of the donor is FRET-quenched by the UV induced 

isomerization of the acceptor to the colored FRET-active form. At the same time, the green 

emission of the acceptor starts to appear. In the end, the system color is dominated by the green 

emission from the acceptor.  

The changes in the overall emission spectrum are shown in Fig.6.6 (left).115 The initial emission 

spectrum is shown in the black line. It can be noticed clearly that at the beginning there is only 

emission from DPA. Through UV irradiation, the intensity of the DPA emission keeps 

decreasing, at the same time the emission intensity of the DAE closed form (DAEc) keeps 

increasing. In the end, the emission from DPA donor is largely quenched and the fluorescence 

of the system mainly stems from DAEc. It can be also seen from the Commission of 

Internationale d’Eclairage (CIE) diagram in Fig.6.6 (right) that the observed emission color 

changes along the straight line from DPA blue emission to the yellow-green emission of 

DAEc.115 The intermediate colors along the line were all observed during the isomerization 

process. The process was reversed by visible light exposure, triggering the ring-opening 

isomerization process. 

Figure 6.6.  Left: Overall emission spectra of polymer micelles containing DPA and DAE. The initial spectrum (black 

line) was excited at 415 nm to avoid any isomerization induced by the excitation light. The corresponding emission 

changes are shown by arrows upon gradual exposure to 365 nm UV light.115 Right: CIE coordinates showing the 

color changes of micellar cocktail containing DPA and DAE upon UV exposure (black hollow squares) and visible 

light exposure (magenta hollow triangles) as well as coordinates for DPA alone (red solid triangle) and DAEc alone 

(blue solid triangle).115 
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6.2 Multi-color tunable RGB molecular system 

Although several multi-color photoswitching systems have been designed and developed, in 

most of the reported studies the variation of the achieved emission colors is 

limited.30,41,43,46,108,115,122,142,150-152  Especially, achieving a full color display with a red–green–

blue (RGB) switching system remains as a major challenge.153-155 In principle, wide-spectrum 

and even full color emission can be produced by making use of fluorescence of three original 

color red (R), green (G), and blue (B).37,156 Therefore, the system becomes more complicated 

as it needs to achieve all color in RGB area by controlling fluorescent photoswitching in the 

multicomponent system.  

To date, several strategies have been proposed to achieve a broader range of emission color in 

RGB full color systems. One common way is the additive mixing, that is, to blend the three 

original colors in different mixing ratios.155,157-159 The downside of this approach is either that 

the emission output is “static”- the color is not able to be changed in one system, or that the 

tunable colors that can be achieved from the system are very limited.  

For example, Akagi and co-workers demonstrated RGB photoswitching systems by mixing 

photoresponsive and non-photoresponsive fluorescent nanospheres.159 To achieve RGB, three 

different systems are prepared and each system contains red, green and blue nanospheres, two 

of which consist of DAE molecules at the side chains while the other one does not have any 

DAE moieties. In each system, three nanospheres are mixed at the appropriate ratio to generate 

white light emission at the initial state. When the system is exposed to UV light, the DAE 

molecule is transformed to the closed isomer and the energy transfer is initiated from the 

backbone of the polymer to the closed isomer of the DAE molecule. Thus, the colors of two 

nanospheres that contain DAE moiety are quenched while the color remains for the nanosphere 

without DAE molecules. In this way, three different systems can achieve color changes from 

white-to-blue, white-to-green and white-to-red respectively. The system looks attractive as a 

tunable fluorescent system. However, the variation of the system is very limited as the color 

can only change between white and red/blue/green. In addition, three individual nanosphere 

mixtures need to be created to generate the RGB system, which leads to the preparation work 

becoming more complicated. 

Although some other fluorescent systems have been designed to be color-tunable, either the 

procedure is complicated in that various treatments require physical access/contact, or the 
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system has to be altered for any change of emission color.25,154,160-169  The major downside with 

all systems mentioned above is that it is not possible to tune the emission color in a closed 

system as the external stimulus is required to be in close contact, which results in the exclusion 

of remote operation. 

As for our approach, reported in paper III, it is the first time that photochromic molecules are 

successfully applied for RGB full color reproduction where the emission color can be 

continuously changed from blue to green or blue to red or any linear combinations in between, 

only by photonic stimuli.24 Using light instead as the external stimulus eliminates the need for 

physical access. Moreover, it is appealing that the all-photonic system allows for full-color 

reproduction, that is, all colors in the visible spectrum can be generated from one and the same 

sample. The function of the system can be realized by orthogonally controlled FRET processes 

between a perylene donor and two diarylethene photoswitches that have green and red emission 

color in the closed form, respectively. The color of the system is switched from blue to green 

or blue to red through a color-correlated fashion by selective isomerization of the two 

photoswitches. In addition, all emission colors within the red-green-blue (RGB) system can be 

achieved by isomerization of both photoswitches. 

In this designed molecular system, the donor perylene and the two photochromic acceptors are 

encapsulated in polymer micelles in aqueous solution. There are several advantages of using 

polymer micelles for encapsulation. Firstly, it is easy to adjust the concentration of any 

individual component (that is, the relative concentrations of the chromophores) without 

requirement of tedious synthesis. Secondly, components inside the micelle are enforced being 

in close proximity with each other, which ensures the distance between donor and acceptor is 

close enough for efficient FRET to occur.  Thirdly, it is very easy to vary the nature of the 

components used, simply by changing the ingredients in the cocktail. This is a much more 

flexible approach than having to synthesize covalently linked triads whenever you want to 

replace any of the chromophores in the system. The structure of the amphiphilic copolymer 

forming the micelles is shown in Fig.6.7 (left). The hydrophobic domains associate with the 

hydrophobic core and the hydrophilic domains enable water solubility. Therefore, the 

amphiphilic polymers can self-assemble into micellar nanoparticles spontaneously. The ST-7-

8 copolymer was designed and synthesized by collaborators at University of Miami. A 

photograph showing the emission from the three fluorophores (perylene, DAEg(c) and 

DAEr(c)) alone in the micelles is shown in Fig.6.7 (right). 
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Figure 6.7. Left: structure of the ST-7-8 copolymer. m:n = 4:1. Right: the photo of fluorophores alone (left to red: 

perylene, DAEg(c) and DAEr(c)) in the micelles upon 365 nm excitation.  

The structures and the isomerization scheme for perylene (per) and the two photochromic DAE 

derivatives, DAEg and DAEr (the g and the r stand for the emission color of the closed isomers, 

green and red, respectively) are shown in Fig.6.8. It can be noticed that there is no significant 

emission from the open form of the DAE derivatives, DAEg(o) and DAEr(o), while the closed 

isomers DAEg(c) and DAEr(c) have green and red emission respectively. In addition, the 

FRET process can happen between the donor perylene and DAEg(c) or DAEr(c), due to the 

pronounced spectral overlap between the absorption spectra of these forms and the perylene 

emission spectrum. 

Figure 6.8. Structures of perylene, DAEg and DAEr and photo induced isomerizations as well as FRET processes 

(shaded arrows) with accompanying changes in the emission color. 
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Compared to the large spectral overlap between perylene emission and the absorbance of 

DAEg(c) and DAEr(c), there is almost no spectra overlap between the perylene emission and 

the absorbance of DAEg(o) and DAEr(o). It implies that the FRET can only happen between 

perylene and the closed form of DAEg and DAEr. During the FRET process, not only the blue 

emission of donor is quenched, but also the fluorescence of the DAE acceptor is sensitized, 

which implies that the color of the system can be dynamically tuned from donor emission blue 

to green emission or red emission of acceptor depending on the selective closing isomerization 

of DAEg or DAEr. 

In principle, to achieve color changes from blue to green or blue to red, the energy transfer 

needs to be selectively activated from the donor fluorophore to one of the photochromic 

acceptors, that is, the other photochromic molecule should not be influenced during the 

isomerization process. Otherwise, instead of achieving pure green or red, a color mixture will 

be reached. Therefore, it is very important to realize the selective isomerization of DAEg (o) 

→ DAEg(c) and DAEr(o) → DAEr(c) so that only one of the photochromic acceptors is 

involved in the FRET induced color change. To control the isomerization process, it is critical 

to choose the isomerization wavelength for the corresponding photochromic isomerization. For 

the process of DAEr(o) → DAEr(c), the 415 nm is selected as there is no or very little 

absorbance from DAEg(o) at this wavelength. As for isomerization of DAEg (o) → DAEg(c), 

242 nm UV light is chosen because the molar absorption coefficient of DAEg(o) is the largest 

compared to DAEr(o) at this wavelength. Although the 242 nm is also absorbed by DAEr(o), 

the isomerization quantum yield for the DAEg(o) → DAEg(c) reaction is substantially higher 

than for DAEr(o) → DAEr(c) (0.50 vs. 0.0005 in acetonitrile), implying that the 242 nm 

exposure is expected to be virtually specific for DAEg(o) → DAEg(c).  

For the readout process (excitation for emission readout), the excitation wavelength 423 nm 

was chosen to minimize the occurrence of any isomerization process so that the color of the 

system can stay stable during the readout process.  In addition, perylene absorbs strongly at 

423 nm while this wavelength is short enough to allow for recording virtually the whole 

emission spectrum without interference from the excitation light.  

After the isomerization wavelengths and the excitation wavelength were chosen, another 

challenge for the project was to adjust the concentration of each component in the tri-

component cocktail as the emission intensities of the initial state and final states of the system 
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should be comparable. Moreover, the concentrations of DAEg and DAEr cannot be too high, 

as this will imply D-A distances in the micelles that eventually will lead to a very efficient, and 

undesired, PET quenching of the perylene excited state. The concentrations of DAEg and DAEr 

cannot be too low either, as this will lead to inefficient FRET reactions and much smaller 

overall changes in the emission color. For FRET to occur efficiently, the distance between the 

donor and the acceptor should be shorter than the critical Förster radius R0. As for the perylene 

concentration, it was chosen to allow for only one perylene molecule in each micelle to 

eliminate undesired redshifted emission from exciplexes.  

In addition, there is another factor that influences the adjustment of concentrations in the tri-

component system, that is the emission of DAEg(c) can be FRET-quenched by DAEr(c), which 

leads to the increase of red emission at the expense of green emission. This means that during 

the isomerization of DAEg(o) → DAEg(c), once more DAEr(c) are formed, the achieved color 

of the system will be inevitably become more yellow instead of green. In contrast, if the 

concentration of DAEg(c) is excessively high during the isomerization of DAEr(o) → DAEr(c), 

the red emission result will be obscured by that of DAEg(c) as 415 nm light is not selective for 

DAEr(o) → DAEr(c) isomerization to 100%. Thus, there are several trade-offs to be considered 

to balance the concentrations of DAEg and DAEr.  

The optimal bulk concentrations of the tri-component cocktail were found to be [perylene] = 

0.45 μM, [DAEg] = 3.7 μM, [DAEr] = 1.1 μM, and [micelles] = 0.31 μM through 

measurements. The schematic depiction of tri-component polymer micelle with the chosen 

concentrations is shown in Fig.6.9. In each micelle, 1 perylene, 12 DAEg, and 4 DAEr 

molecules are encapsulated.  

Figure 6.9. Schematic description of tri-component polymer micelle cocktail consisting of perylene (blue dot), 

DAEg (green dots) and dear (red dots). 
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For the chosen concentrations of the tri-component cocktail, based on a perylene fluorescence 

quantum yield of 0.85 in the polymer micelles and assuming κ2 = 2/3 (freely rotating 

chromophores), R0 values were calculated to be 45 Å and 51 Å for the perylene - DAEg(c) and 

perylene -DAEr(c) FRET-pairs, respectively. The donor-acceptor distances in the micelles 

(average nearest donor-acceptor distance) is calculated to be RD-A(perylene-DAEg) = 28 Å and 

RD-A(perylene -DAEr) = 38 Å. This implies expected FRET efficiencies of 95% for perylene-

DAEg(c) and 84% for perylene-DAEr(c). This is comparable to the experimentally obtained 

values of around 90% FRET efficiencies for both situations.  

To prove that FRET is the dominating quenching mechanism for color changes of the system 

with the chosen concentrations, excitation spectra of the bi-component cocktails perylene-

DAEg(c) and perylene-DAEr(c) were recorded with the emission wavelength in regions where 

perylene does not emit. After comparison, it is found that the shapes of the excitation spectra 

are very similar to the absorption spectra of the bi-component cocktails, which strongly 

suggests highly efficient FRET between the perylene and DAEg(c)/DAEr(c). This is further 

strengthened by the results from TCSPC experiments. The fluorescence lifetime of perylene 

alone in the micelles is 4.8 ns while this number is decreased to 0.90 ns and 0.51 ns in the tri-

component cocktails containing mainly perylene-DAEg(c)-DAEr(o) and perylene-DAEg(o)-

DAEr(c), respectively. All those data proved that the chosen concentration combination of the 

tri-component system ensured the efficient FRET process that induces the color change from 

the donor to the respective acceptor. 

After the concentration of each component in the system was determined, another factor needs 

to be considered:  the applied isomerization times. For isomerization of DAEg, most of 

DAEg(o) can be isomerized using rather short illumination time due to the fairly high 

isomerization quantum yield. If the illumination time is too long, more DAEr(o) will start to 

be isomerized to DAEr(c), which will lead to the appearance of undesired red fluorescence. 

Therefore, it is necessary to carefully balance the 242 nm UV irradiation time. The time of 415 

nm irradiation however is not that critical, as although a small part of DAEg(c) can be formed 

during irradiation, it is possible for the majority of DAEg(c) to be quenched by DAEr(c). All 

these considerations taken into account, the times were set to 600 s of 242 nm irradiation, and 

2.5 h of 415 nm irradiation. Please note that the rather extensive irradiation times are explained 

by the fact that the isomerization light was the light from the spectrofluorometer xenon lamp 

after passing through the monochromator, resulting in moderate light intensities.  
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After all the measurement conditions were decided, the emission spectra from the tri-

component cocktail were recorded as shown in Fig.6.10 (a). As a comparison, Fig.6.10 (b) 

shows the normalized emission spectra of perylene alone, DAEg(c) alone, and DAEr(c) alone 

in the polymer micelles. The fluorescence quantum yields of the system were determined to be 

0.85 for perylene, 0.23 for DAEg(c), and 0.43 for DAEr(c).   
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Figure 6.10. (a): Emission spectra of the tri-component micelle cocktail before UV irradiation (blue line), after 

exposure to 242 nm light (green line) and after exposure to 415 nm light (red line). (b): Normalized emission 

spectra of perylene (blue line), DAEg(c) (green line), and DAEr(c) (red line) alone in the polymer micelles.   

For the initial state, it can be seen from Fig.6.10 (a) that the spectrum is virtually identical to 

that for perylene alone in Fig.6.10 (b), apart from a weak tail at the red end of the spectrum. 

This tail is ascribed to small amounts of the closed, fluorescent isomers of the DAE units 

present already at the beginning of the experiment. Compared to the emission intensity of 

perylene alone in the polymer micelle, the intensity of perylene in the tri-component system 

dropped by ca. 70% in the cocktail, tentatively ascribed to quenching by electron transfer 

reactions. After irradiation at 242 nm, it can be seen from the spectrum that the emission is 

dominated by DAEg(c) as expected. The spectral shape of the green emission in Fig.6.10 (a) 

is very similar to that in Fig.6.10 (b). Except for a small part of unquenched perylene, there are 
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minor emission features from DAEr(c) in the green spectrum of the tri-component system, as 

242 nm light is not 100% selective for DAEg(o) isomerization. After irradiation at 415 nm, 

there are minor spectral features from perylene and DAEg(c) at shorter wavelengths compared 

to the red emission of DAEr(c) alone in the polymer micelle. However, it is clear that the 

emission of the system is mostly contributed by DAEr(c).  

It is also encouraging to notice in Fig.6.11 that the CIE coordinates of the three emission spectra 

from the cocktail are very close to those of the pure monomer samples. For all emission results 

shown above, spectra are recorded using one and the same excitation wavelength which implies 

that the observed color change is not due to any influence of the excitation during the readout 

process.  

 
Figure 6.11. CIE coordinates for the emission from the fluorophores alone in the micelles (hollow circles): perylene 

(0.14, 0.12), DAEg(c) (0.29, 0.60), and DAEr(c) (0.60, 0.38) as well as emission of the tri-component micelle cocktail 

(solid circles) before UV irradiation (0.16, 0.14), after exposure to 242 nm light (0.32, 0.50) and after exposure to 

415 nm light (0.54, 0.41).  

The next step is to see if all colors within the RGB triangle can be generated by isomerization 

of both DAE derivatives. The tri-component system was therefore exposed to a large number 

of combinations of 242 and 415 nm exposures, and the corresponding CIE coordinates are 

shown in Fig.6.12. It is exciting to see that all colors within the RGB triangle can indeed be 

reproduced.  

The final step is to investigate the color stability and the thermal stability of the tri-component 

cocktail. A selected intermediate state of the system was exposed to 423 nm light for 65 min 

that is equivalent to the collection of 100 emission spectra at this excitation wavelength. No 

significant differences are seen from the spectrum, which implies the color stability of the 
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system is sufficiently good. The thermal stabilities of the DAEg(c) and DAEr(c) in micelle 

were also been tested and there is no significant spectral change observed in the dark after 20 h. 

 
Figure 6.12. CIE diagram showing emission colors generated by RGB tri-component molecular system. 

In summary, here we designed an all-photonic full color RGB system based on molecular 

photoswitches. The process relies on the orthogonally controlled FRET processes that are 

initialized by selective isomerization of the relevant photoswitch acceptor and the color of the 

system can be tuned dynamically within the RGB region. The light is used as the only external 

stimulus that eliminates the need for any physical access, which enables the system to be waste-

free, non-invasive and delivered with extremely high spatiotemporal precision.  
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6.3 Molecular logic 

It is easily realized that the “on-off” response in fluorescence intensities that follows 

isomerization of fluorescent photochromic systems can be useful in situations where binary 

(and higher order) responses are key to function. Binary logic and Boolean algebra qualify as 

such. When molecules are used for the generation of the binary output signals, it is referred to 

as molecular logic. Photochromic molecules are very well suited for this purpose, as the state 

of the system can be conveniently controlled by light inputs. Below, our attempt toward a 

photochromic FRET-based fluorescent logic system will be described. But first: the basics. 

Conceptually, the computer programming languages used today is a primary modern 

application of Boolean algebra. Boolean algebra is also known as binary algebra. It was 

introduced by George Boole in his first book The Mathematical Analysis of Logic in 1847.170 

The operation of Boolean functions are represented as binary numbers: 1 = true and 0 = false. 

Such binary digit is also called a bit, which is the basic unit of information for computational 

logic. Compared to the elementary algebra that deals with numerical operations, Boolean 

algebra uses logic operations. The core Boolean functions are conjunction (AND), disjunction 

(OR) and negation (NOT), as opposed to addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.  

In 1993, de Silva and co-workers reported the first molecular photoionic AND gate where the 

fluorescence emission intensity could be chemically controlled by the addition of protons and 

Na+ ions as inputs.171 The input/output characteristics can be performed by the use of a 

fluorescent molecule equipped with receptors for the respective input. The research attracted a 

massive amount of interest over the past few decades and lots of researchers are trying to design 

different molecule-based systems that can replicate the Boolean logic gates or even more 

complicated logic devices.29,69,172-188  

Among different molecular logic devices, photochromic molecules stand out as promising 

candidates in logic operation.30,32,34,182,187,189-191 With the property of light controlled 

isomerization between two different states, the photochromic molecule acts as an inherent basic 

binary unit to construct all-photonic logic gates.29,187,191,192 For some photochromic molecules 

with high thermal stability and fatigue resistance, the information can be reliably stored for a 

long time and can be multiply write-and-erase cycled. The inherent bi-stability of 

photoswitches enables them to provide memory storage naturally.182,184,193-197 In addition, 

applying a photoswitch in the system opens the possibility of all-photonic operation.29,32,187 
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Compared to the molecular logic systems that require chemical inputs, the all- photonic control 

excludes any physical access, which enables excellent spatiotemporal control of the system. 

Moreover, the system becomes waste-free as light does not lead to the build-up of waste 

products. 

To generate variable states, several photoswitches can be synthesized in the same molecule so 

that the system can respond differently with light of different wavelengths.29,30  Among various 

logic devices that are based on photoswitches, sequential logic devices (keypad locks) are 

highlighted in terms of security and authentication.177 For sequential logic devices, the states 

of the output are determined not only by the correct input combination, but also by the order 

of the applied inputs. The output of the device is switched to the “on” state only if the correct 

sequence of inputs is given, which corresponds to the procedure of opening the keypad lock. 

Compared to the combinational logic devices where the states of the output only relied on the 

input combination, the sequential logic gates are therefore possessing the advantage of stronger 

user authentication. The functions of sequential logic devices are commonly used in our daily 

life, such as passwords of different log-in systems, ATM machines and so on.  

In our project, the first, basic, sequential molecular logic gate is designed to implement One-

time passwords (OTP) generation in combination with two-factor authentication (2FA). The 

structure of molecular Triad 1 consisting of two fulgimide (FG) and one dithienylethene (DTE) 

photoswitches is shown in Fig.6.13.  

OTP are similar to other types of passwords where the output is sensitive not only to the correct 

input combination, but also to the order by which the inputs are applied. The difference of OTP 

compared to other passwords is that the password code generated is “non-static”, which are 

valid for one entry only. The use of OTP dramatically increases the security further, as a stolen 

password will not break the protected system. In general, OTP is used in combination with 

two-factor authentication (2FA). The 2FA stands for factors that the user “has” and the user 

“knows”. For example, to login to the bank page, the user needs to “have” the digipass to 

generate OTP and also “know” the PIN code to access the system. 

For the designed system, functions of OTP and 2FA rely on the fluorescent and photochromic 

properties of Triad 1. The emission of fluorescence from FGc in the FGc–DTEo form of the 

triad is used as the authentication output. The output is sensitive not only to the correct input 

combination, but also to the order by which the inputs are applied. The user must “know” the 
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correct input combination to convert Triad 1 to the fluorescent isomer FGc-DTEo, also the user 

must have a “key” that refers to the absorption data at 330 nm and 640 nm for authentication.  

 

Fig.6.13. Structure scheme of Triad 1. The open and closed forms of fulgimide (FG) are referred to as FGo and FGc, 
respectively. The DTEo and DTEc stand for the open and the closed form of dithienylethene (DTE), respectively.  

The fluorescence of the system can be tuned by two mechanisms, not only by inherent 

isomerization of photoswitch (between FGo-DTEo and FGc-DTEo) but also by FRET 

controlled intensity change (between FGc-DTEo and FGc-DTEc). Fig.6.14 shows the 

isomerization pathways between the 4 different states of Triad 1: FGo-DTEo, FGc-DTEo, 

FGo-DTEc, and FGc-DTEc. Note that in this representation, both FG units are assumed to 

adopt the same isomeric form.  

In Triad 1, FGo and DTEo can be isomerized with high selectivity to the respective closed 

isomer. As shown in Fig.6.14, DTEo is preferably isomerized to DTEc by the use of 302 nm 

light, whereas the optimal wavelength for FGo is 397 nm. 366 nm is used to isomerize both 

photoswitches to the closed forms. As for the reverse reactions, the FGc-DTEc form is 

isomerized to FGo-DTEo by green light exposure, whereas red light leads to the formation of 

FGc-DTEo. The emission of FGc is centered around 630 nm. As there is a large spectral overlap 
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between the emission of FGc and the absorption of DTEc, the emission of FGc is quenched by 

FRET in the FGc-DTEc form. Therefore, the only fluorescent state of Triad 1 is FGc-DTEo as 

the DTE derivative displays no significant emission in any of the two forms.  

Figure 6.14. Isomerization pathways between the different forms of Triad 1. 

The first step to operate the system is to convert the triad from the synthesized FGo-DTEo form 

to the fluorescent isomer FGc-DTEo. In this case, the user needs to use Triad 1 as a 2-input 

priority AND gate (PAND gate). The first input is In1=366 nm UV light and the second input 

is In2=red light, the sequence of which is one of the eight possible ordered input combinations. 

The output used is fluorescence emission from FGc-DTEo. In this case, the user the must 

“know” what is ln1 and ln2, also the correct input sequence of them. In this step, the 

fluorescence of the system is switched “on” by the changes in the inherent fluorescent 

properties of the FG photoswitch, FGo-DTEo → FGc-DTEo. 

After the emission is achieved, the next step is done randomly by the system. Triad 1 can be 

reset to the initial state FGo-DTEo by green light or converted to non-fluorescent FGc-DTEc 

by 366 nm UV light. In this step, it can be noticed that the fluorescence of the system can be 

switched “off” either “inherently” (FGc-DTEo → FGo-DTEo) or by turning “on” the FRET 

process (FGc-DTEo → FGc-DTEc).  

For the final step to get the output that is FG fluorescence, another password needs to be 

authenticated. In this case, the correct password is different as the case is randomly set by the 

system. It implies that either the correct “password” is 397 nm exposure (for the FGo-DTEo 

case) or red light a 623 nm (for the FGc-DTEc case). To know what password to apply, the 

user must have the “key”, which is the absorption data at 330 nm and 640 nm. As it shown in 
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the Table 6.1, the absorption of FGo-DTEo and FGc-DTEc are different at those two 

wavelengths. By knowing the key, the user can distinguish the Triad 1 form and input the 

relevant password.   

From here, it can be seen clearly from process that 2FA are fulfilled for the designed molecular 

logic system. As to get the access, user must “know” the correct input sequence of ln1 and ln2 

to convert Triad 1 to the fluorescent isomer FGc-DTEo. Also, for final step, user must “have” 

the key that refers to the absorption data at 330 nm and 640 nm required for authentication.   

 

Table 6.1. The “key” for OTP required in the 2FA process. 

Isomeric form 
after the “set” 

operation 

Abs. @ 330 nm Abs. @ 640 nm Input (password) 
required for 

authentication 

FGo-DTEo High Low In = 397 nm 

FGc-DTEc Low High In = 623 nm 

To summarize, in paper IV, the first example of a photoswitch molecular system is designed 

for the realization of OTP and 2FA. To access the system, the user is required to “know” the 

right sequence of optical inputs to convert the photochromic Triad 1 to the fluorescent form. 

Afterwards, OTP of the system is generated based on the isomerized state of Triad 1. To finish 

the authentication process, the user has to “have” the key for the absorption data at 330 nm and 

640 nm. The fluorescence of the system here can be tuned by two mechanisms, either 

“inherently” by isomerization of the photoswitch, or FRET controlled by controlling the 

overlap integral between donor emission and acceptor absorption.  The obvious drawbacks are 

of course the limited number of total passwords (two) which implies weak security in the 2FA 

step (the user has a 50% chance to guess the correct input).  
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7. Concluding Remarks and Outlook 

This thesis presents different approaches to all-photonic control of photochromic systems in 

which the emission can be either switched between “on” and “off” states or tuned dynamically 

in a color-correlated fashion. The developed systems can be modulated intrinsically by 

photoinduced isomerization of photochromic monomers or by photoswitched FRET reactions 

in donor-acceptor systems. The presented work has potential to be applied in various areas, 

such as cell studies using fluorescence microscopy, molecular logic and full color reproduction. 

The all-photonic nature lets the designed systems become non-invasive, waste free, at the same 

time responding remotely and instantaneously.  

In paper I, the DAE derivative Dasy is successfully applied as the sole fluorescent probe where 

the emission intensity is modulated by red light and the signal is easily filtered out by lock-in 

detection from any strong fluorescence background. As Dasy has distinct fluorescence in the 

colorless open isomer and is non-fluorescent in the closed colored form, the fluorescence of 

Dasy can be easily modulated between two different states through light-induced isomerization 

processes. Because of its rapid switching capability, Dasy can be modulated with frequencies 

up to 205 Hz, which is far beyond the typical previous demonstrations (< 1Hz). As the system 

only depends on isomerization of Dasy monomer without requiring FRET or other excited state 

communication reactions, the system can be prepared conveniently. The demonstration could 

be very useful in cell studies and microscopy experiments to avoid disturbance from auto-

fluorescence.  

In paper II, a molecular cocktail that contains two different DAE derivatives, Dasy and DAE9, 

is described. It is appealing that the color of the system can be tuned dynamically in a color-

correlated fashion only by light-induced isomerization without relying on FRET or other 

excited state communication processes. In addition, the multi-color cocktail system can be 

conveniently prepared by mixing two fluorescent DAE derivatives in bulk acetonitrile solution, 

which avoids the tedious synthesis or any design of complicated supramolecular systems.  The 

color of the system can be continuously changed back and forth by applying UV and visible 

light, respectively.  

To further develop a system with full color reproduction, in paper III, a polymer micelle was 

used to encapsulate perylene and two photoswitches, DAEg and DAEr. The function of the 

system can be realized by orthogonally controlled FRET processes between the blue emitting 
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perylene donor and the two DAE photoswitches that have green and red emission color in the 

closed form, respectively. The system color is switched from blue to green or blue to red in a 

color-correlated fashion by selective isomerization of the two photoswitches. It is encouraging 

to notice all emission colors within the red-green-blue (RGB) area can be generated from one 

and the same sample by all-photonic stimuli. The system is interesting for many applications, 

such as luminescent materials and bioimaging. 

In paper IV, a sequential molecular logic gate consisting of one dithienylethene (DTE) and two 

fulgimide (FG) photoswitches was shown to implement one-time passwords generation in 

combination with two-factor authentication. The fluorescence of the system can be tuned by 

two mechanisms, either “inherently” by isomerization of the FG photoswitch, or FRET 

controlled by isomerization of the DTE photoswitch. Although the complexity of the generated 

password is too low for practical application, we hope the concept will trigger the interests of 

researchers in the field and be further developed in the future. 

The herein described systems can thus change the fluorescent properties by all-photonic stimuli. 

Although the presented material is to be regarded as proof-of principle, potential applications 

can be foreseen in mainly fluorescence microscopy. The material presented in paper I shows 

that fluorescence intensity modulation is feasible using the Dasy monomer, and that this allows 

for the filtering of undesired background fluorescence. Future studies will target the interface 

between lock-in-amplification and confocal microscopy to allow for fluorescence imaging 

using this technique, rather than just the proof-of-principle study in bulk solution presented 

herein. Moreover, it has been shown that the polymer micelles described in paper III are taken 

up by live cells. Considering the common problem with spectrally resolving the emission from 

a collection of fluorescent probes inside live cells, our approach could facilitate this procedure 

by the demonstrated ability to change the emission color on-demand using light only. Activities 

along these lines will be undertaken in the future.  
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